August 31, 2009
OFFICE OF THE MAYOR
HONORABLE CITY COUNCIL
OAKLAND, CALIFORNIA
RE: A PERFORMANCE AUDIT OF THE CITY’S GRANT SELECTION,
MANAGEMENT, MONITORING AND EVALUATION FOR THE MEASURE Y
VIOLENCE PREVENTION PROGRAM

Dear Mayor Dellums, President Brunner and Members of the Council:
Attached is the Performance Audit of the grant administration for the Measure Y
Violence Prevention Program. The objectives of the audit were to assess:
(1) The Department of Human Services’(DHS’) administration of the grant program,
including its oversight and monitoring of grantee activities;
(2) the extent to which grantees have administered the grants in accordance with
applicable laws, regulations, guidelines, and terms and conditions of the grant
awards; and
(3) the effectiveness of the process for evaluating Measure Y grants.
As public servants it is critical for us to realize that grant administration poses a unique
challenge. We award funds to entities outside of our direct control. Most government
departments awarding funds face this significant challenge. In fact, the U.S. Department
of Justice, Office of the Inspector General has identified grant management as one of its
top ten challenges for addressing misuse and potential fraud. Additionally, the U.S.
Attorney for the Northern District of California estimates that government entities lose
between 10-15% of federal grant funds to fraud. Therefore, it is the City’s responsibility
to ensure that grant management practices minimize opportunities for waste, fraud and
abuse to occur.
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Performance Audit of the Grant Management for Measure Y
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While the audit acknowledges the accomplishments of DHS thus far in implementing
Measure Y objectives including the use of several key grant management controls it also
includes several recommendations for improvement. As the audit reveals in the
administration of grant funds, the City must be proactive and comprehensive in the
implementation of its grant management systems to ensure on-going monitoring of all
taxpayer dollars issued as grants.
The audit demonstrates that the City awarded grants before ensuring essential
management, monitoring and evaluation systems were in place. When the City fails to
recognize the importance of building solid management systems on the front end of
program development, taxpayer dollars and confidence are placed at risk.
The City and the electorate have placed great expectations on the successful
implementation of Measure Y. It is my hope that this audit will be a tool to ensure
stringent oversight of these grant funds is incorporated into not only the administration of
the Measure Y Violence Prevention Program, but all other City Programs where grant
funds are awarded.
I would like to express my appreciation to the City Administration for their cooperation
during our audit. A response from the Administration is included in the audit report.
I would also like to acknowledge my staff for their dedicated service in performing the
audit of the Measure Y Violence Prevention Program grants administration.
Respectfully submitted,

COURTNEY A. RUBY, CPA
City Auditor

City of Oakland
Office of the City Auditor

Measure Y Violence Prevention Program
Performance Audit: Grant Selection,
Management, Monitoring and Evaluation
Needs Improvement

August 31, 2009
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The Office of the City Auditor conducted a performance audit of grants
oversight for the Measure Y Violence Prevention Program, which is
administered by the City of Oakland’s Department of Human Services
(DHS). The scope of the audit was fiscal years 2006-07 and 2007-08. The
objectives of the audit were to assess:
(1) DHS’ administration of the grants program, including its oversight
and monitoring of grantee activities;
(2) The extent to which grantees have administered the grants in
accordance with applicable laws, regulations, guidelines, and terms
and conditions of the grant awards; and
(3) The effectiveness of the process for evaluating Measure Y grants. 1
Since the inception of the Measure Y Violence Prevention Program in 2004,
the City has awarded approximately $23 million in 104 violence prevention
grants to this program for the purpose of providing a continuum of support
for youth and young adults in Oakland most at risk for committing and/or
becoming victims of violence. The City’s partnership with nonprofit and
public agencies through Measure Y grant awards is essential to complying
with the requirements of the ordinance and meeting voter-mandated
expectations.
The audit acknowledges the accomplishments of DHS thus far in
implementing Measure Y objectives. DHS is employing several key grant
management controls including establishing grantee reporting requirements;
developing a database to monitor grantees; providing training and technical
assistance; and conducting annual site visits. As the audit reveals, in the
administration of grant funds, the City must be proactive and comprehensive
in the implementation of its grant management systems to ensure on-going
monitoring of all taxpayer dollars issued as grants.
For any public or private organization, grants administration poses a
unique challenge for the provider in that funds are being awarded to
entities outside of its direct control. The U.S. Department of Justice,
Office of the Inspector General has identified grant management as
one of its top ten challenges for addressing misuse and potential
fraud. The U.S. Attorney for the Northern District of California
estimates that government entities lose between 10-15% of federal
grant funds to fraud. As a result, there is a need to ensure that grant
management practices minimize opportunities for waste, fraud and
abuse to occur.

1

Grants are legal instruments through which funds are transferred to support a public purpose.
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Unlike the financial audit performed annually by external auditors, a
performance audit addresses whether the City is effectively spending
taxpayer dollars and using efficient processes and procedures while
complying with relevant rules and regulations. If areas needing change are
identified, recommendations for improving operations are provided. In our
audit we did not assess the program effectiveness of the Measure Y
Violence Prevention grants, nor did we evaluate the performance of
individual Measure Y Programs.
FINDINGS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
As a result of this performance audit of the City’s grants administration of
the Measure Y Violence Prevention Program, including oversight and
monitoring of grantee activities, it is incumbent upon the City to improve its
grant management practices to:
•

Ensure all grant funds are awarded through a defined selection process;

•

Ensure internal controls are designed, implemented and monitored to
reduce the risk of inappropriate or ineffective use of grant funds; and

•

Ensure all organizations that receive grant awards are evaluated.

This audit report contains three sections of findings. The first finding
section discusses the fairness of the Measure Y Violence Prevention
Program competitive Request for Proposals (RFP) process. The second
finding section discusses DHS’grant management efforts. Finally, the third
finding section discusses the effectiveness of the process for evaluating
Measure Y grants.
_______________________________________________________________________________
Grant Award Selection Process Was Conducted Adequately But Selection Criteria Needs To
Be Better Defined
The Measure Y Violence Prevention Program grant award process was
adequate; however, DHS needs to better define the selection criteria that
requires grantee applicants to have a proven track record for providing
violence prevention services. In addition, some applicants were approved
without going through the Request for Proposal (RFP) process.
The fundamental values of an open competitive process for City funds are to
ensure transparency, equity and consistency in making award decisions.
Funding decisions should be based solely on a clearly defined selection
process.
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The audit revealed that for fiscal years 2006-07 and 2007-08
approximately 27% of Measure Y awards were approved without going
through the RFP process.
It is advised that all applicants participate in a defined selection process to
ensure the credibility, integrity and fairness of the selection process is not
compromised.
_______________________________________________________________________________
Grant Management and Monitoring Efforts Need To Be Improved
The effective use of DHS’ time must strike a balance between administering
grants and providing management and oversight of organizations receiving
grant funds. When the appropriate balance is not achieved, the public
cannot be certain that program objectives are being met and funds are being
properly spent.
Our review found that DHS has implemented some aspects of key
management controls and has made progress in initiating a grant
management and monitoring program. For instance, DHS has: (1)
established grantee reporting requirements; (2) contracted for the
development of a database to monitor grantees; (3) provided training and
technical assistance to grantees; and (4) conducted annual site visits of
grantees.
However, improvements in DHS’ grant management and monitoring efforts
are still needed. The following are examples of oversight weaknesses
identified in the audit:
•

The grantees we sampled did not meet required contract deliverables
in at least one of the four quarters in fiscal year 2007-08.

•

DHS paid grantees the full contract amount despite deliverables not
being met and without sufficiently documenting the reason for full
payment.

•

On the day of our site visit, 70% of the students currently enrolled in
one of the Measure Y Programs were not present.

•

During our review, a grantee could not provide eligibility
documentation for 58% of the participants, or 23 out of the 40
participants.

•

DHS does not require sub-grantee monitoring by DHS staff; instead
this responsibility is assigned to the grantee, which is the lead agency
and is reviewed as part of DHS’ site visit of the lead agency.
iii
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•

During our review of grant monitor files, we could not verify the level
of monitoring that DHS performed due to DHS’ lack of
documentation in the grant files.

•

Several Site Visit Checklists were incomplete and there was no
evidence that a supervisor had reviewed the checklist to ensure a
proper site visit had been conducted or had occurred.

•

One grantee received funding for salary costs for a position that was
not filled. In addition, two grantees charged various items to the grant
that were not approved in the contract.

Essentially, stringent oversight of these grant funds must be fully
incorporated into the administration of the Measure Y Violence Prevention
Program. An effective grant management system will ensure programmatic
dollars are being spent in accordance with the Measure Y ordinance.
_______________________________________________________________________________
Program Evaluation Process Needs to be Improved
Program evaluation allows the City to determine whether Measure Y-funded
nonprofit and public agencies have achieved expected outcomes. In turn,
these evaluations provide the public with a basis for assessing the City’s
success in accomplishing the objectives of the voter-approved measure.
The City Administrator contracted an independent evaluator to measure the
effectiveness of the Measure Y Violence Prevention Program; however, we
noted problems regarding the data collected for the evaluators.
Despite the Measure Y ordinance stipulation, six Measure Y grantees that
received more than $1.7 million were not evaluated.
Without proper evaluation, the City cannot determine whether the grants
awarded are an appropriate use of City funds and if the Measure Y Violence
Prevention Program met the intention of the voters.

iv
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RECOMMENDATIONS
In summary, our audit report acknowledges both the accomplishments of
DHS thus far, as well as the improvements that must occur. Without a fully
effective grant management and oversight program, Measure Y funds are
subject to risk of inappropriate use and inability to meet program objectives.
The audit report includes recommendations to improve the award process,
grant management and monitoring efforts, and the process for evaluating the
Measure Y grants. Specifically, we recommend the following to DHS:

9 Adhere to the selection criteria of grantee applicants that are
specified in the RFP and clearly define the criteria for “a proven
track record” of providing violence prevention services in its next
RFP.

9 Continue to develop written policies and procedures for grant
management and provide adequate staff training to ensure the
appropriate execution of such policies and procedures.

9 Establish formal processes for detecting and preventing fraud on the
part of the Measure Y Violence Prevention Program grantees and
require grant management staff to perform annual fraud assessments
of grantees as part of their annual site visits.

9 Define specific parameters for issuing payments when grantees do
not meet their deliverables.

9 Implement a formal course of action to address attendance issues
with grantees.

9 Implement a verification process for ensuring that grantees are
providing Measure Y services to Oakland residents only. It should
also enforce its contract by disallowing reimbursement to grantees
that cannot provide eligibility information on Measure Y
participants.

9 Improve the method of follow-up and tracking corrective action.
9 Pursue a more active role in directly monitoring all of the Measure Y
sub-grantees. In addition, further refine the policies and procedures
for monitoring sub-grantees and establish the specific responsibility
the lead agency will have in those monitoring efforts.
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9 Require grant monitors to maintain documentation from grantee site
visits and expand their sampling of budget line items and client files.
In addition, it should establish policies and procedures for
supervisory review of the Site Visit Checklists and supporting
documentation prior to issuing a Site Visit Summary.
We also recommended that the City Administrator:

9 Ensure that all Measure Y Violence Prevention Program grantees are
evaluated.
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INTRODUCTION
The Office of the City Auditor (City Auditor) has conducted a performance
audit of grants oversight for the Measure Y Violence Prevention Program,
which is administered by the City of Oakland’s (City) Department of Human
Services (DHS). As of December 31, 2008, the City has awarded
approximately $23 million in 104 violence prevention grants.1 The purpose
of these grants is to provide a continuum of support for youth and young
adults most at risk for committing and/or becoming victims of violence.2
The objectives of the audit were to assess: (1) DHS’ administration of the
program, its oversight and monitoring of grantee activities; (2) the extent to
which grantees have administered the grants in accordance with applicable
laws, regulations, guidelines, and terms and conditions of the grant awards;
and (3) the effectiveness of the process for evaluating Measure Y grants.
_______________________________________________________________________________
Background
Oakland has a number of neighborhoods with high rates of homicide and
violent crime. In fact, more than 80% of violent crimes in Alameda County
occur in Oakland or to Oakland residents. The crime rate in Oakland has
been consistently high over the last two decades.3 The prevalence of violence
demands urgent attention by policymakers and program managers to
collectively develop and enact creative prevention strategies to reduce risk
factors and increase resiliency factors.
In response to rising crime and violence, Oakland voters passed Measure Y in
2004 to address the root causes of violence including poverty,
unemployment, discrimination, substance abuse, educational failure,
fragmented families, and domestic abuse. The initiative supports
approximately $20 million per year for increased police services, fire safety,
and violence prevention programs. The goal of Measure Y is to increase
public safety and to dramatically reduce violence.
Overview of Measure Y Legislation
Measure Y provides for the collection of a dedicated parcel tax and a parking
tax surcharge to increase police staffing, enhance fire safety, and expand
violence prevention programs. The Measure Y taxes became effective
January 1, 2005, and will continue for 10 years. Measure Y establishes an
1

$6.3 million in FY 2006-07; $8.2 million in FY 2007-08; and $8.1 million in FY 2008-09 funded to Measure Y
grantees.
2
Grants are legal instruments through which funds are transferred to support a public purpose.
3
Violence in Oakland: A Public Health Crisis, Alameda County Public Health Department, December 2006
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allocation process for use of the tax proceeds. First, the City allocates up to
$4 million for fire services. Of the remaining money (the “anti-violence
money”), the City must allocate at least 40% for violence prevention social
services. The City allocates the remaining monies to police services and
equipment.
Measure Y includes other stipulations regarding the use of the proceeds. The
measure stipulates that tax proceeds raised by Measure Y may only be used
as part of the following integrated program of violence prevention and public
safety intervention, in accordance with the following specific purposes:
•

Community and Neighborhood Policing: Hire and maintain at least a total of
63 police officers assigned to specific community policing objectives.

•

Violence Prevention Services with an Emphasis on Youth and Children:
Expand preventive social services provided by the City or by adding capacity
to community-based nonprofit programs with demonstrated past success.

•

Fire Services: Maintain staffing and equipment to operate 25 fire engine
companies and 7 truck companies, expand paramedic services, and establish
a mentorship program at each station.

•

Evaluation: Not less than 1% or more than 3% of funds appropriated to each
police services or social service program shall be set aside for the purpose of
independent evaluation of program.
Oversight, Annual Audit and Imposition of Tax
Measure Y establishes a citizen oversight committee, requires an annual
independent audit, and outlines the conditions that must be met before any
taxes can be collected. The Measure Y ordinance establishes an 11-member
Violence Prevention and Public Safety Oversight Committee also known as
the Measure Y Oversight Committee. Comprised of three mayoral
appointments and one appointment from each of the City Council members,
the Measure Y Oversight Committee is charged with ensuring proper
administration of the revenue collection and spending, and the
implementation of programs mandated by Measure Y. Measure Y also
provided for the Measure Y Oversight Committee to review the annual audit,
evaluate, inquire and review the administration, coordination and evaluations
of the programs and make recommendations to the Mayor and City Council
for any new regulations, resolutions or ordinances for the administration of
the programs to comply with the requirements and intent of Measure Y.
Measure Y requires an annual audit to assure accountability and the proper
disbursement of the tax proceeds. Since the passage of Measure Y, the City
has contracted with an external auditor to conduct this annual audit.
2
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Measure Y also stipulates that no tax may be collected to fund programs and
services in any year that the City budget for staffing of sworn uniformed
officers is at a level lower than 739. Thus, Measure Y requires that the
Oakland Police Department be funded to hire at least 739, but does not
require these positions be filled before the Measure Y tax can be collected.
Measure Y Violence Prevention Program
A key component of Measure Y and of violence prevention in general, is the
prevention of new crimes. Measure Y provides funds for a wide range of
community programs designed to prevent teenagers and young adults from
engaging in criminal activity. Some of these programs are aimed at youth
who have never committed a crime, while others focus on individuals who
are on probation or are returning from prison and at risk of committing
further crimes.
DHS is currently overseeing approximately $8.1 million for the Measure Y
Violence Prevention Program in fiscal year 2008-09, including approximately
$6.3 million in ongoing programs, plus $1.8 million in carry forward funds.4
Fiscal year 2008-09 is the third and final year of a three-year funding cycle
for most Measure Y funded programs. Appendix I lists all of the grantees, a
description of service that the grantee is providing and Appendix II lists the
strategy the grantee is intended to address, and the grant amounts.
DHS oversees all of the Measure Y Violence Prevention Program grants.
The Measure Y Violence Prevention Program is organized into seven
strategies, each of which is intended to offer a set of integrated and
coordinated services focusing on specific aspects of violence prevention and
using a shared logic model.5 The strategies and a description of each, as
provided by DHS are listed below.
•

Youth Outreach and Services serve those youth (ages 14-24) who are most
at risk for involvement in violence, including those who are on probation,
suspended or expelled from school, sexually exploited and/or chronically
truant.

•

Family Violence and Mental Health Services serve children, youth and
families who have been exposed to violence, including domestic violence,
child abuse and sexual exploitation.

4

Carry forward funds are funds that were allocated to grantees but were not dispersed. The unspent funds are
transferred to the Measure Y reserve and are available for the City Council to use for specific high priority projects.
5
The logic model is a general framework for describing work in an organization. In its simplest form, the logic model
analyzes work into four categories or steps: inputs, activities, outputs, and outcomes.
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•

Violent Incident Response Services aid the families of victims of shootings
and homicides.

•

Diversion and Re-entry Services assist youth and young adults who are on
probation and parole reintegrate successfully back into the Oakland
community.

•

Employment and Training programs engage high risk youth and young
adults on parole and probation in paid training and place them in jobs.

•

Gang Intervention and Prevention programs assist young people in, or at
risk of attachment into gangs, and teach parents of school aged children how
to keep their children out of gangs.

•

School Based Prevention Services are prevention-oriented programs that
promote emotional health, pro-social behavior, and conflict mediation for
children in Oakland public schools and Head Start centers.
The following exhibit displays the funding for the seven strategies. As
Exhibit 1 demonstrates, in fiscal year 2007-08, Employment and Training
and Diversion and Re-entry Services were the top two funded strategies.

MEASURE Y FUND

Exhibit 1
Measure Y Violence Prevention Program Funding
By Strategy for Fiscal Year 2007-08
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PROGRAM STRATEGIES
Source: City of Oakland, Department of Human Services

Within a given strategy, individual programs employ a common program
model that offers targeted interventions to their clients. The programs are
administered by grantees, also known as lead agencies, which are the
community-based organizations and government agencies that implement and
operate the Measure Y programs. In some cases, a single program is
operated jointly by two or more grantees. In other cases, a single grantee
4
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may operate more than one program. Across the seven strategies, in fiscal
year 2007-08, 38 Measure Y grants were awarded.
Measure Y provided outreach for 7,307 Oakland youth/young adults in fiscal
year 2007-08.6 Exhibit 2 lists the number of individual clients served by the
various Measure Y grantees and sub-grantees.
Exhibit 2
Measure Y Clients Provided with Individual-Level Services for
Fiscal Year 2007-08
Agency
Alameda County Health Care Services (OUR KIDS)
Alameda County Health Care Services (CRSN)
Allen Temple (Project Choice, Intensive Reentry)
Attitudinal Healing (Restorative Justice)
Bay Area Video Coalition/Youth (After School Jobs)
Catholic Charities of the East (Community Response and Support)
City of Oakland Office of the City Administrator Neighborhood Services Division
(City-County Neighborhood Initiative)
East Bay Agency for Children (Street Outreach)
East Bay Asian Youth Center (Street Outreach)
Family Justice Center (Older Youth Support Groups)
Leadership Excellence (Leadership Excellence)
Office of Parks and Recreation (Sports & Recreation)
OUSD, Office of Alternative Education (Gang Intervention and Prevention)
Project Re-Connect (Gang Intervention and Prevention)
Sports4Kids (Sports & Recreation)
The WorkFirst Foundation (Transitional Jobs/America Work)
Volunteers of America, Bay Area (Crew-Based Sheltered Employment)
Volunteers of America, Bay Area (Project Choice)
Youth ALIVE (Highland Hospital)
Youth ALIVE! (Street Outreach)
Youth Employment Partnership (Intensive Reentry Employment)
Youth Employment Partnership (Summer Jobs)
Youth Employment Partnership (After School)
Youth Radio (After School Jobs)
Youth UpRising (Street Outreach, Sports & Recreation)
Alameda County Sexually Exploited Minors Network
The Mentoring Center - Pathways to Change
The Mentoring Center - Project Choice
Family Violence Law Center
Total
Source: Measure Y Cityspan Database
6

Total Number
Individual
Clients Served
663
93
187
64
34
423
194
259
169
75
414
310
160
59
178
236
52
175
53
91
50
140
157
56
150
260
184
65
2356
7,307

According to DHS, Measure Y also served more than 16,000 students through the Oakland Unified School District’s
Second Step and Conflict Mediation program. However, we did not verify the data source for this group of Measure Y
program participants.
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Measure Y Contracting Method
DHS has employed the use of performance based contracting to administer
the Measure Y Violence Prevention grants. This type of contracting uses
several elements that distinguish it from the more traditional types of
governmental contracting, which tend to place emphasis on inputs rather than
outcomes. For example, such contracts usually have detailed the procedures
and processes to be used in delivering a service; amount and type of
equipment; and/or time and labor to be used. Performance based contracting,
however, typically incorporates some or all of the following characteristics:
•

An emphasis on results related to output, quality, and outcomes rather
than how the work is performed,

•

Outcomes that contain clearly defined objectives and timeframes,

•

Measurable performance standards and quality assurance plans, and

•

Performance incentives that tie payment to outcomes.

Not all of these specific characteristics are included by state and local
agencies implementing performance based contracting, but all agencies do
include an emphasis on contractor performance that is related to desired
agency outputs and outcomes for the services provided.
Because the intent is to pay contractors based on outcomes and performance
rather than the processes or methods used to deliver goods and services, there
are some potentially positive expectations and benefits often associated with
performance based contracting. Some of these expectations and benefits
include requiring less day-to-day monitoring, more economical procurement
and contract administration, fewer reporting requirements and less frequent
but more meaningful monitoring.
Annual Independent Evaluation
Measure Y also provides funding for an ongoing independent evaluation of
the Measure Y Violence Prevention Program’s effectiveness. The evaluation
team for the first two years has been led by Berkeley Policy Associates
(BPA), an Oakland-based social policy research firm, with the RAND
Corporation as a subcontractor. In fiscal year 2008-09, the City contracted
with Resource Development Associates to evaluate the Measure Y Violence
Prevention Program grants.

6
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_______________________________________________________________________________
Objectives, Scope, and Methodology
Audit Objectives
The objectives of the audit were to assess: (1) DHS’ administration of the
program, its oversight and monitoring of grantee activities; (2) the extent to
which grantees have administered the grants in accordance with applicable
laws, regulations, guidelines, and terms and conditions of the grant awards;
and (3) the effectiveness of the process for evaluating Measure Y grants. In
our audit, we did not assess the program effectiveness of the Measure Y
Violence Prevention grants, nor did we evaluate the performance of
individual Measure Y grantees.
Audit Scope
The scope of the audit was fiscal years 2006-07 and 2007-08. Our review of
the internal controls was limited to those controls that DHS relied on to
administer and provide oversight to the Measure Y Violence Prevention
Program.
Audit Methodology
This section describes the methodologies we used to complete the audit
objectives. To assess the adequacy of DHS’ administration of the Measure Y
Violence Prevention Program, we performed audit work at DHS and at the
grantee sites. Specifically, we: (1) reviewed laws, regulations, and other
guidance for managing and administering, and awarding contracts and grants
for the Measure Y Violence Prevention Program; (2) interviewed DHS staff,
Measure Y Oversight Committee members, the City Administrator’s staff,
the independent evaluator and grantee officials responsible for implementing
the program; (3) surveyed non-funded Measure Y applicants regarding the
Request for Proposal (RFP) process; (4) verified the accuracy of scoring for
30% of funded applicants as well as 30% of non-funded applicants; and (5)
reviewed documentation related to the Measure Y grants awarded from fiscal
years 2006-07 and 2007-08.
To evaluate the extent to which grantees have administered the grants in
accordance with applicable laws, regulations, guidelines, and terms and
conditions of the grant awards we judgmentally selected a sample of five
Measure Y grants totaling $1,396,714 awarded in fiscal year 2006-07 and
$1,471,714 in fiscal year 2007-08. In our sample, each grantee was chosen
from a different program strategy under Measure Y. We also included
grantees that were awarded different levels of funding to cover the complete
range of low to high awards. For each grant selected, we reviewed the grant
files and performed various tests to determine whether DHS was adequately
monitoring grants awarded to Measure Y grantees, whether required financial
7
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and progress reports were submitted, whether corrective action had been
taken on or initiated for the deficiencies found in grantee Site Visit
Summaries, and whether program deliverables were met in a timely manner.7
In addition, we performed tests to determine if the grantees were providing
the services that were included in the contract with the City. Based on
selected observations of program operations during our site visits, we
compared the scope of work presented in the contract to the actual services
the grantee was providing. The five grantees we selected for our review are
shown in Exhibit 3 below:
Exhibit 3
Measure Y Grantees Selected for Review by Strategy for Fiscal Years 2006-07 and 2007-08
Sample Grantees

Program Strategy

Leadership Excellence/The YMCA
The Mentoring Center – PTC
Catholic Charities
Project Re-connect
Youth Radio

Youth Outreach and Services
Diversion and Re-Entry Services
Violent Incident Response
Gang Intervention and Prevention
Employment and Training
Total

Amounts
Awarded
FY 2006-07
$245,500
$691,214
$300,000
$ 85,000
$ 75,000
$1,396,714

Amounts
Awarded
FY 2007-08
$245,500
$691,214
$300,000
$ 85,000
$150,000
$1,471,714

Source: City of Oakland, Department of Human Services

To assess the effectiveness of the process for evaluating Measure Y Violence
Prevention Program grants we: (1) evaluated the accuracy of performance
and financial data reported to DHS for fiscal years 2006-07 and 2007-08;
(2) interviewed the Independent Evaluator responsible for evaluating the
Measure Y grants; and (3) interviewed Measure Y grantees to obtain their
views on the effectiveness of DHS’ Measure Y Violence Prevention
Program.
This audit report contains three sections of findings. The first finding section
discusses the fairness of the Measure Y Violence Prevention Program RFP
process. The second finding section discusses DHS’ grant management
efforts. Finally, the third finding section discusses the effectiveness of the
process for evaluating Measure Y grants.
We conducted this performance audit in accordance with generally accepted
government auditing standards. Those standards require that we plan and
perform the audit to obtain sufficient, appropriate evidence to provide a
reasonable basis for our findings and conclusions based on our audit
objectives. We believe the evidence obtained provides a reasonable basis for
our findings and conclusions based on our audit objectives.
7

Program deliverables are tangible and measurable results, outcomes, or items that must be produced to complete a
project or part of a project. Typically, the project team and project stakeholders agree on program deliverables before
the project begins.
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The Office of the City Auditor is required to disclose that the City Auditor, as
well as the Audit Manager who performed the Measure Y Violence
Prevention Program audit, made personal donations to Measure Y grantees
prior to initiating this audit. These donations were made to the Attitudinal
Healing Connection and the Family Violence Law Center, respectively. In
our judgment, these donations do not impair our independence.
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AUDIT RESULTS
_______________________________________________________________________________
FINDING 1: GRANT AWARD SELECTION PROCESS WAS CONDUCTED
ADEQUATELY BUT THE SELECTION CRITERIA NEEDS TO BE BETTER DEFINED
The Measure Y Violence Prevention Program award process was adequate;
however, DHS needs to better define the selection criteria that requires
grantee applicants to have a proven track record for providing violence
prevention services. In addition, some applicants were approved without
going through the RFP process.
In our audit, we evaluated the selection process by which awards were made
to service providers. We reviewed data from a judgmental sample of
awarded grants, as well as from a judgmental sample of non-funded
applicants. The following section discusses the application process, types of
funded organizations, the review process and the process for scoring
applicants.
_______________________________________________________________________________
Process for Awarding Violence Prevention Grants
DHS issued its first solicitation for awarding Measure Y Violence Prevention
Program grants in fiscal year 2004. As shown in Exhibit 4, from fiscal years
2006-07 through 2008-09, DHS awarded up to 40 grants to various service
providers.8
Exhibit 4
Measure Y Total Grants Awarded from
Fiscal Years 2006-07 through 2007-08
Fiscal Year
Awarded
2006-07
2007-08
2008-09
Total

Grants
Awarded
26
38
40
104

Amounts
Awarded
$6.3 million
$8.2 million
$8.1 million
$22.6 million

Source: City of Oakland, Department of Human Services

8

Grants awarded include both Measure Y grantees and sub-grantees.
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Measure Y Funding Strategy
Funding decisions for Measure Y Violence Prevention Program grants to
non-profit organizations and public agencies were determined, in part, by
their ability to best serve the high risk youth populations in high risk areas.
Distribution of Measure Y resources was designed to reflect Oakland’s local
communities that are affected by violence at vastly different levels. In order
to determine the varying needs of each community, staff evaluated fiftyseven (57) community police beats on eleven data indicators, referred to as
“stressors” and organized under three factors as listed on the following page.
•

Crime Factors: Juvenile and young adult arrests, domestic violence and
child abuse, violent offenses and total crime.

•

Economic Factors: Census data for unemployment, percent of residents
living under the poverty level and percent of residents receiving public
assistance.
Education Factors: Number of chronic truants and violent suspensions.

•

Each police beat was rated on each stressor and the top ten beats for each
stressor were highlighted. The number of times a police beat was found in
the top ten, on any given indicator or stressor, counted toward the total
stressors of that particular beat.
After identifying the 13 beats with the greatest number of stressors (4 or
more) and the 8 beats with medium level of stressors (2 to 3), staff generated
a map to show the concentration of high stressor beats in three sections of the
City. The map indicated the beats with the high number of (4 or more)
stressors and the beats with the medium (2 or 3) stressors.
Funding decisions for Measure Y Violence Prevention Program grants to
non-profit organizations and public agencies were determined, in part, by
their ability to best serve the high risk youth populations in high stress beats.
Application and Review Process
DHS established a two-step application process for the violence prevention
funding. This process was designed to save applicants time, and to allow for
a focus on developing formal partnerships and service integration. DHS
solicited Preliminary Proposals. Nonprofit, community based organizations
and public agencies that wanted to be considered for these funds submitted a
Preliminary Proposal by the deadline.
Organizations and partnerships that demonstrated in the Preliminary Proposal
the capacity to provide the requested services and the ability to implement
quality programs were invited to submit a full proposal. The full proposal
required more detailed information from applicants, including a more
12
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detailed and comprehensive program description, evidence of formalized
partnerships (i.e. signed Memoranda of Understanding), a full budget and
budget justification, and evidence of nonprofit status and appropriate levels
of insurance.
According to the City’s Request for Proposal (RFP), proposals should include
the following six critical elements:
1. Strong service track record, particularly with targeted populations and
geographic areas;
2. Incorporation of best practices into program design;
3. Clear, specific outcomes linked to violence prevention;
4. Service activities that clearly lead to these outcomes;
5. Demonstrated partnerships; and
6. Leveraged resources.
The City received a total of 44 preliminary proposals. City staff from the
Office of the City Administrator, Community and Economic Development
Agency, and DHS worked with outside experts to conduct a review of all
preliminary proposals submitted. Outside panelists were selected for their
expertise in key areas including violence prevention, street outreach,
employment, youth development with high risk youth, family violence,
mental health, recreation, and community policing. Panels were developed
representing experts with varied programmatic experience in the public and
nonprofit sectors. Panels were instructed to conduct a review of each
preliminary proposal using a consistent evaluation rubric. During the
proposal review, the panel was directed to look at balancing geographic
distribution across the high need community police beats and how
collaborations and other strategies might maximize the use of resources.
According to DHS, preliminary applicants who demonstrated clear
qualifications, including a history of success to deliver the service to the
specific target populations in the geographic areas, were invited to submit a
full proposal. Final funding recommendations were brought to the Oakland
City Council for approval.
In fiscal year 2006-07, the City awarded 26 service contracts. Organizations
selected to provide services were contracted by the City initially for a term of
12 to 15 months. The City awarded the final contracts in April 2006, with
services commencing in May through July of 2006. Upon mutual agreement,
the City renewed the contracts with the service providers for two (2)
additional 12-month periods, subject to satisfactory performance, availability
of City funds, and City Council approval.
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Types of Funded Organizations
Nonprofit organizations and public agencies received Measure Y funds.
Nonprofit community based organizations can be private or public nonprofit
organizations, incorporated in the State of California, and designated as taxexempt and registered with the California Franchise Tax Board. Public
private partnerships were also heavily encouraged. According to DHS, the
Measure Y Violence Prevention Program funds are for “adding capacity to
community based nonprofit programs with demonstrated past success.” The
program is designed to support existing programs and agencies with a
successful track record of serving the target populations and providing the
types of violence prevention service strategies approved by City Council.
According to DHS, the program is not designed to provide startup funding for
new agencies. However, new partnerships between established agencies
were encouraged.
Scoring Applicants
To assess whether DHS accurately and fairly scored Measure Y grant
applicants we reviewed a sample of 30% of the funded proposals, as well as
30% of the non-funded proposals. We performed tests to determine if the
scoring process was adequately documented, if all approved grantees went
through the scoring process, and if the scoring was consistent throughout the
process.
The selection criteria specified in the Measure Y Ordinance and the RFP
required grantee applicants to have a proven track record of providing
violence prevention services; however, DHS does not clearly define the
criteria for “a proven track record.” For example, we noted that the RFP does
not specify the number of years that an applicant must have been providing
services. This lack of specific criteria in the RFP leaves it up to individuals
to determine what a “proven track record” means. As a result, we questioned
whether one of the grantees had a proven track record of providing violence
prevention services. In our judgment, the program was less than 3 years old
and had not provided such services in the past. We recommend that DHS
adhere to the selection criteria of grantee applicants that are specified in the
RFP and clearly define the criteria for “a proven track record” in its next
RFP.
Exhibit 5
Measure Y Awards for
Fiscal Year 2006-07
RFP Awards
Non-RFP Awards
Total Grants Awarded

19
7
26

Source: City of Oakland, Department of Human Services
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Our audit also found that in the fiscal year 2006-07 funding cycle, the City
Council approved funding for 7 out of 26 programs without utilizing the RFP
process. The following are a list of programs that were not required to go
through the RFP process, which were awarded a total of $1,126,711, placing
a significant amount of funds at risk of insufficient scrutiny which was
employed for other Measure Y grantees:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

City-County Neighborhood Initiative
Alameda County Family Justice Center - Youth Support Groups
Attitudinal Healing Connection - Restorative Justice
Safe Passages Middle School Model
Second Step Violence Prevention Curriculum
Peer Conflict Resolution Program
Oakland Parks and Recreation Radical Rovers

_______________________________________________________________________________
Conclusion
The impact of allocating funding to programs without going through the RFP
process may compromise the credibility, integrity and fairness of the
selection process. However, the Measure Y ordinance did not require
program funds to be distributed though a competitive bidding process. DHS
explained that the City Council made funding decisions on behalf of the
above grantees without utilizing the RFP process for several reasons,
including: “1) the program could only be implemented by a public agency;
2) it was determined that the agency was important enough to warrant sole
source funding due to its vital role in the delivery of violence prevention
services; or 3) it was an existing program that was unique and merited
support.”
In our opinion, funding decisions should be based solely on a clearly defined
selection process. Further, all requirements defined in the RFP process
should be followed to ensure fairness and integrity in the grantee selection
process for the Measure Y Violence Prevention Program and that the
intentions of the voters are met. Therefore, we recommend that DHS adhere
to the selection criteria of grantee applicants that are specified in the RFP and
clearly define the criteria for “a proven track record” of providing violence
prevention services in its next RFP. We also recommend that the City
Council ensure that the selection process for grantee applicants is clearly
defined if the RFP process is not utilized.
_______________________________________________________________________________
Recommendations
We recommend that DHS:
RECOMMENDATION NO. 1: Adhere to the selection criteria of grantee
applicants specified in the RFP and clearly define the criteria for “a proven
track record” of providing violence prevention services in its next RFP.
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We recommend that the City Council:
RECOMMENDATION NO. 2: Ensure that the selection process for grantee
applicants is clearly defined if the RFP process is not utilized.
______________________________________________________________________________
FINDING 2: GRANT MANAGEMENT AND MONITORING EFFORTS NEED TO BE
IMPROVED
DHS is responsible for grant management and monitoring of Measure Y’s
Violence Prevention Program. Accordingly, DHS has established some
controls to provide oversight for the Violence Prevention Program grants.
These efforts have been in addition to the previously described RFP process
and financing of 26 agencies, and have occurred within a limited timeframe.
While DHS has made progress in initiating a grant management and
monitoring program, our audit identified oversight weaknesses in the
following nine areas: (1) grantees meeting program deliverables, (2) defining
specific program requirements, (3) program attendance, (4) verification of
program eligibility, (5) grantee fiscal management, (6) corrective action
follow-up and tracking, (7) sub-grantee monitoring, (8) supervisory review,
and (9) documentation and records retention.
To address these weaknesses, we concluded that DHS needs to improve its
grant management and monitoring efforts in order to effectively administer
the Violence Prevention Program grants. The Measure Y Violence
Prevention Program annually awards approximately $8 million in grants,
which necessitates a comprehensive oversight program. Therefore, DHS
needs to establish a strong system of internal controls to ensure that grant
programs are properly implemented, grant funds are spent appropriately and
objectives are achieved.
_______________________________________________________________________________
Effective Grant Management Requires Appropriate Internal Control Systems to Ensure
Grant Funds Are Used Appropriately and Achieve Intended Results
Without an effective grant management and oversight program, Measure Y
funds are subject to an increased risk of inappropriate use that could
undermine DHS’ ability to achieve the Violence Prevention Program’s
objectives. Third-party analysis acknowledges the challenges and importance
of implementing appropriate oversight measures. For at least the past eight
years, the Department of Justice (DOJ) Office of the Inspector General has
identified grant management as one of its top ten management challenges.
Maintaining proper oversight over grantees to ensure the funds are used as
intended is DOJ’s main objective for the vulnerable area of grant funding.
Subsequently, in October 2005 the Comptroller General of the United States
formed a domestic working group to offer suggestions for improving grant
16
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accountability. The working group published a Guide to Opportunities for
Improving Grant Accountability. This guide stresses that organizations that
award and receive grants need good management or internal control systems
to ensure that funds are properly used and achieve intended results.9 These
systems, which must be in place prior to grant award, can serve as the basis
for ensuring grants are awarded to eligible entities for intended purposes, and
are managed appropriately. Internal control systems that are not adequately
designed or followed make it difficult for managers to determine whether
funds are properly used. The Guide to Opportunities for Improving Grant
Accountability identified a number of areas where internal controls are
important, including:
•
•
•
•

Preparing policies and procedures before issuing grants;
Consolidating information systems to assist in managing grants;
Providing grant management training to staff and grantees; and
Managing grant program performance.

Preparing Policies and Procedures Before Issuing Grants
Having regulations and internal operating procedures in place prior to
awarding grants enables agencies to set clear expectations. Policies serve as
guidelines for ensuring that new grant programs include provisions for
holding awarding organizations and grantees accountable for properly using
funds and achieving agreed-upon results. Although different programs may
need different procedures, general policies should be established that all
programs must follow.
Consolidating Information Systems to Assist In Managing Grants
Consolidating information systems enables agencies to better manage grants
by providing information on all grants. Each grant produces a large volume
of information. By consolidating information and making it more accessible,
agencies can better manage grant programs directed toward a common goal.
Providing Grant Management Training to Staff and Grantees
Agency staff and grantees need sufficient training so that they can understand
the numerous regulations, policies, and procedures governing grant funds.
Audit reports have found that deficiencies in grant oversight are not due to a
lack of policies, but rather that existing policies are not being followed.
Local governments are responsible for ensuring that staff is properly trained
to fulfill grant requirements. It is essential that grantees also receive training,
particularly small entities not familiar with all of the regulations and policies.

9

Internal controls consist of plans, methods, policies and procedures used to meet management’s mission, goals and
objectives.
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Managing Grant Program Performance
Once grants are awarded, it is important that agencies properly manage the
grants. Agencies need to ensure that grant funds are used for intended
purposes, in accordance with laws and regulations, and lead to planned
results. Effective grant management increases the likelihood that grants will
contribute to agency goals. When managing grants, agencies should address:
• Monitoring the financial status of grants;
• Ensuring results through performance monitoring;
• Using audits to provide valuable information about grantees; and
• Monitoring sub-grantees as a critical element of grant success.
_______________________________________________________________________________
DHS Has Implemented Some Controls to Manage the Violence Prevention Grants
DHS implemented the Measure Y Violence Prevention Program in fiscal year
2005-06. Establishing a new program of this nature requires significant
effort to establish appropriate internal controls over programmatic and fiscal
activities. Our review found that DHS has implemented at least some aspects
of many of the internal controls identified in The Guide to Opportunities for
Improving Grant Accountability as shown in Exhibit 6. However,
improvements in DHS’ grant management and monitoring efforts are still
needed.
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Exhibit 6
Assessment of DHS’ Implementation of Key Grant Management Areas
Areas of
Opportunity

Internal
Control
Systems
Performance
Measures
Pre-Award
Process

Managing
Performance

Key Grant Management Areas

Preparing policies and procedures before issuing grants
Consolidating information systems to assist in managing grants
Providing grant management training to staff and grantees
Coordinating programs with similar goals and purposes
Linking activities with program goals
Working with grantees to develop performance measures
Assessing applicant capability to account for funds
Competing grants to facilitate accountability
Preparing work plans to provide framework for grant accountability
Including clear terms and conditions in grant award documents
Monitoring the financial status of grants
Ensuring results through performance monitoring
Using audits to provide valuable information about grantees
Monitoring sub-recipients as a critical element of grant success

Assessing
and Using
Results

Providing evidence of program success

City Auditor’s
Assessment of DHS’
Implementation
Not Implemented
√
Partially
Implemented
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
Partially
Implemented
√
Partially
Implemented
√

Identifying ways to improve program performance

√

Source: Adapted from the Guide to Opportunities for Improving Grant Accountability, October 2005

As Exhibit 6 above shows, DHS has implemented many of the internal
controls noted in The Guide to Opportunities for Improving Grant
Accountability. For instance, DHS has: (1) established grantee reporting
requirements; (2) contracted for the development of a database to monitor
grantees; (3) provided training and technical assistance to grantees; and (4)
conducted annual site visits of grantees. These controls are described below.
DHS Has Established Grantee Reporting Requirements
DHS requires grantees to submit a scope of work and an itemized budget for
the fiscal year. The scope of work includes a detailed description of the
services that are to be performed as a provision for receiving Measure Y
funding. The budget narrative includes the total project budget, including
direct and indirect costs. The direct costs consist of program personnel costs,
office expenses, program materials, and office equipment. Indirect costs
consist of items such as overhead expenses.
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DHS requires Measure Y grantees to submit quarterly progress reports. The
quarterly progress reports are due on the dates specified in each grantee’s
contract. These reports address progress in terms of program implementation
and completing the tasks specified in the contract, plans for the resolution of
any problems which may arise and, if necessary, an updated work plan for the
remainder of the contract period.
DHS also requires grantees to provide an annual final report for the fiscal
year. The final report synthesizes information from all tasks to provide a
complete analysis of accomplishments, including reported outcomes with
regard to violence and safety related behavior and other social indicators, as
appropriate. The report also includes a compilation of the quarterly progress
reports data and quantitative and qualitative analyses of the data collected. In
addition, the report contains the actual expenditures and the remaining
balance for each budget category.
DHS Has Established a Database to Oversee Grantee Activities
DHS has established Cityspan, the Measure Y database that allows the City
to track the services that Measure Y grantees provide to clients and their
families. The database benefits both the grantees and DHS by:
•
•
•
•
•

Eliminating redundancy in data collection and reporting;
Reducing time and paperwork required for grantee to submit invoices;
progress reports, and evaluation data to DHS;
Streamlining internal data management processes for programmatic
analyses, planning, evaluations, and research purposes;
Tracking the number of clients served and the hours and numbers of
client contacts; and
Facilitating client data matching to school and probation data.

DHS Has Provided Training and Technical Assistance to Grantees
We noted that DHS has provided Measure Y grant recipients with training
and technical assistance on how to implement effective programs and
practices, and how to address new issues regarding violence. The types of
technical assistance and training provided by DHS included: (1) sharing
information on trends, new approaches, and innovative techniques for youth
service providers, and child advocacy organizations; and (2) training on the
use of the Cityspan grant management database.
DHS Has Conducted Grantee Annual Site Visits
DHS grant managers are responsible for performing annual site visits to
review the activities of the Measure Y grantees. According to DHS, all
Measure Y grantees are subject to annual on-site visits. Individual grant
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managers notify the grantee and request that the grantee have grant
documents ready for review. When conducting the reviews, two DHS staff
members are on-site for approximately four hours to examine the grantee’s
progress toward grant objectives and assess grantee compliance with the
conditions of the grant. The grant manager uses a Site Visit Checklist to
perform a review of the grantee’s files. See Appendix IV for the Site Visit
Checklist. According to DHS, files are reviewed for eligibility
documentation, consent forms, quality of case files and for verification that
the dates and hours of service in the file are the same as the dates and times in
the Measure Y database for specific clients. Following the completion of the
review, the grant manager is responsible for completing a Site Visit Summary
containing the findings and corrective actions needed.
_______________________________________________________________________________
DHS Needs To Strengthen and Establish Additional Grant Management Controls and
Practices
Although DHS implemented some of the necessary internal controls for
managing and monitoring the Measure Y program, we found that the
weaknesses identified in grantees meeting program deliverables, defining
specific program requirements, program attendance, verification of program
eligibility, grantee fiscal management, sub-grantee monitoring, supervisory
review, implementation of corrective action, and documentation and records
retention are attributed to not implementing key grant management controls
such as having formal, comprehensive written policies and procedures for
grant management and monitoring prior to awarding contracts, providing
adequate grant management training to staff, incorporating fraud assessments
into annual site visits and providing adequate guidance for grantees regarding
program and fiscal management of Measure Y funds.
DHS Needs to Continue Refining its Formal Written Policies and Procedures
Formal written policies and procedures are a fundamental component of an
organization’s management and also an integral part of sound financial
management, in that they provide reasonable, though not absolute assurance
that management’s objectives are being met. The lack of documented
policies and procedures may result in inconsistencies, non-compliance with
laws and regulations and processing or procedural errors.
During our audit fieldwork, DHS lacked formal written policies and
procedures for administering the Measure Y Violence Prevention Program.
However, after the completion of our audit fieldwork, DHS developed and
provided a Policies and Procedures Manual which we concluded requires
further revisions to include specific areas identified in our report findings and
recommendations.
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Therefore, we recommend that DHS continue to develop written policies and
procedures for grant management and provide adequate staff training to
ensure the appropriate execution of such policies and procedures.
DHS Needs to Improve its Training for Grant Managers
As cited earlier, A Guide for Opportunities to Improving Grant
Accountability states that training is an important internal control to ensure
that grant management staff understand all the administrative, financial, and
programmatic requirements for the types of grants they award. As such, staff
needs “sufficient training so that they can understand the numerous
regulations, policies, and procedures governing grant funds” as “deficiencies
in grant management are not due to a lack of policies, but rather that existing
policies are not followed.”
The audit found that DHS provides training to its grant managers; however, it
has not established a formal training program. Specifically, DHS has not
identified core courses for grant managers. According to DHS, it contracted
a consultant to train staff on fiscal document reviews performed during
annual site visits. However, DHS management acknowledged that there was
no formal training program and on-the-job training was provided to staff
through the use of grant management tools and procedures developed by the
Oakland Fund for Children and Youth. Industry standards recommend that
granting agencies should offer annual training to their grant administrators to
reinforce administrative, financial, and programmatic requirements for the
types of grants they award.10 We recommend that DHS develop a formal
program to address the training needs of the grant management staff.
DHS Needs to Provide Fraud Training to Grant Managers and Conduct Fraud
Assessments of Grantees
Typically, grant programs are highly vulnerable and susceptible to
fraud.11 The U.S. Attorney for the Northern District of California
estimates that government entities lose between 10-15% of federal
grant funds to fraud. The Measure Y Violence Prevention Program,
like other grant programs, is susceptible to fraudulent behavior on the
part of grantees. This behavior may include but is not limited to the
inappropriate use of grant funds, over-reporting of performance, and
providing services to ineligible clients. Therefore, DHS needs to
ensure that grant management staff are properly trained to detect and
prevent potential fraudulent behavior. Furthermore, grant managers

10

U.S.Department of Justice, Office of the Inspector General, Improving the Grant Management Process, Feb. 2009
U.S. Department of Justice, 2008 Performance and Accountability Report: Top Management and Performance
Challenges
11
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need to conduct fraud assessments while conducting site visits of
grantees.
According to DHS, it has provided some training to staff on fraud detection;
however, the audit found that DHS should establish additional controls for
preventing and detecting fraud through developing a formal training program
for grant managers on detecting and preventing fraud. Furthermore, grant
management staff should incorporate a formal fraud assessment of grantees,
while conducting annual site visits of grantees.
Therefore, we recommend that DHS establish formal processes for detecting
and preventing fraud on the part of the Measure Y Violence Prevention
Program grantees. This training should include how grant managers can spot
indicators of potential fraud such as over-reporting of performance, poor
internal controls over the handling of grant funds, and lack of documentation
for performance and financial reporting. Furthermore, we recommend that
DHS require grant management staff to perform annual fraud assessments of
grantees as part of their annual site visits of grantees. DHS stated that it will
commit to working with the Office of the City Administrator to institute a
plan to best investigate fraud in grantee organizations that are funded by and
through the City of Oakland in the future.
DHS Needs to Improve Grant Management Guidance for Grantees
Our audit found that DHS has not developed a manual for grantees on
program and financial management. To this end, we recommend that DHS
develop a grant management manual for the grantees that are awarded
Measure Y funds to ensure that all Measure Y grants are administered
consistently and grantees are required to adhere to the same guidelines. This
manual should include such pre-award and post-award requirements as
conditions of award and acceptance, standards for financial management
systems, adjustments to awards, and allowable and unallowable costs.12
Key grantee officials should be required to take annual grant administration
training that covers financial and programmatic requirements, and fraud
awareness. This could be implemented via an on-line training program that
can administer a test to ensure the recipient understands the basic
requirements and can track the recipient’s completion of the training.13
In addition, we recommend that DHS develop and distribute a user’s manual
for the Cityspan database to all grantees. During our fieldwork we observed
grantees entering program deliverable data into the Cityspan database;
however, we noted that grantees did not have a Cityspan user’s manual on
12

United States, Department of Justice, Office of Justice Programs Financial Guide 2008
U.S. Department of Justice, Office of the Inspector General, Improving the Grant Management Process,
February 2009
13
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site. DHS provides a Cityspan user’s training for all grantees, a hand-out
containing instructions for inputting data, and a Cityspan help desk that is
staffed full-time. DHS also hired a full-time, independent contractor who
grantees are instructed to call, in addition to the Cityspan help desk, if they
have questions or problems regarding entering data. However, for efficiency
purposes, we recommend each grantee should have a comprehensive user’s
manual readily available.
_______________________________________________________________________________
Audit Testing Revealed Additional Controls Are Needed for Programmatic and Fiscal
Activities
To assess the adequacy of monitoring related to the Measure Y Violence
Prevention Programs, we judgmentally selected a sample of five Measure Y
grants totaling $1,396,714 awarded in fiscal year 2006-07 and $1,471,714
awarded in fiscal year 2007-08. For each grant selected, we reviewed the
grant files and performed various tests to determine: whether DHS was
adequately monitoring grants awarded to Measure Y grantees, whether
required financial and progress reports were submitted, and whether program
deliverables were met in a timely manner. Based on the results of our grant
audits, we concluded that weaknesses in DHS management and monitoring
had permitted a wide range of deficiencies. These deficiencies include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Inconsistent Payment Practices;
Program Attendance Issues Insufficiently Addressed;
Program Participants Eligibility Not Always Verified;
Inadequate Fiscal Management;
Budgetary Controls Need Improvement;
Insufficient Corrective Action Follow-up and Tracking;
Lack of Sub-Grantee Monitoring;
Inadequate Supervisory Review of Annual Site Visits; and
Lack of Requirement for Documentation and Records Retention.

Inconsistent Payment Practices
The Measure Y contracts between the City and the grantee’s stipulate that
failure to satisfactorily render program deliverables as indicated in the
contract may result in a reduction in payment, suspension of payment,
termination of the agreement, and disqualification from contracting or
receiving funds from the City during the subsequent twelve months. This is a
critical aspect of performance based contracting as it provides DHS with
leverage to ensure that grantees provide the deliverables indicated in the
contract. If the grantees do not provide the required deliverables, program
participants may not be receiving the intended services and the City may not
be receiving the benefits to prevent violence.
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We conducted reviews of DHS grant monitoring documentation on program
deliverables for the five sample grantees. We determined that all five
grantees did not meet required contract deliverables in at least one of the four
quarters in fiscal year 2007-08.
For the same sample of grantees, we compared the grantee contract amounts
with the actual amounts of funding received for each quarter in fiscal year
2007-08. Although we noted that in some instances DHS withheld partial
funding when grantees did not meet required quarterly deliverables, in most
cases, we determined that DHS paid grantees the full contract amount,
despite deliverables not being met. However, the criteria and consistent
application for withholding funds was not clearly evident in the grants we
reviewed. DHS stated that there are several subjective areas it considers
before issuing payments including: (a) some grantees are responsible for
several deliverables, some of which are more important to the program
strategy than others, and (b) there are several valid reasons a deliverable
could not be met. We recommend that DHS define specific parameters for
issuing payments when grantees do not meet their deliverables.
The U.S. Government Accountability Office (GAO) issued a report on
performance based contracts. In regards to payments to contractors, the GAO
report states that performance based contracts should include quality
assurance plans that describe how the contractor’s performance will be
evaluated, as well as positive and negatives incentives related to the
contractor’s performance.
To improve accountability for its performance based contracting, we
recommend that DHS further define the criteria for assessing whether
grantees met their deliverables and the positive and negatives incentives for
meeting or not meeting the required deliverables. The criteria and incentives
should be clearly spelled out in the grant agreements.
Program Attendance Issues Insufficiently Addressed
During our site visits of grantees, we identified attendance reporting issues.
For example, on one site visit, 70% of the students currently enrolled were
not present on the day of our site visit. In addition, two students had
completely dropped out of the program before this site visit happened.
We also identified attendance issues at another grantee’s program. Four of
the participants left early and other participants were not fully engaged in the
violence prevention activities. DHS staff also noted this issue on a site visit,
but no corrective action was taken to address this matter.
Attendance and participation are critical if program participants are to reap
the rewards of these programs. Furthermore, DHS is funding these programs
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based on a specified level of service. Therefore, we recommend that DHS
work with grantees to develop appropriate internal controls to ensure that
DHS only pays for participants attending and participating in the violence
prevention activities.
Program Participants Eligibility Not Always Verified
DHS needs to ensure that grantees provide services to the targeted groups to
be served. Accordingly, the grant contract specifically states that, “Failure to
provide eligibility or placement information as required on Measure Y
participants can result in non-reimbursement for services rendered.”
Our review found that DHS does not adequately monitor grantees to ensure
that they provide services to eligible program participants. We found that
DHS did not verify the eligibility of program participants, nor did it ensure
that its grantees maintained complete and accurate records of program
participants. For example, during one grantee site visit, we requested the
grantee provide evidence or documentation to prove the eligibility of
participants in the first and third quarters of fiscal year 2007-08; however, the
grantee could not provide support for 23 out of 40 participants, which
constitutes 58% of the participants in the two quarters. DHS explained some
participants were referrals; therefore it is presumptive that they had met
eligibility requirements through the referring agency. Further, out of the 23
participants, we found that only five were referred by other Measure Y
agencies.
According to DHS, staff checks the grantees’ files to verify participant
eligibility. Although DHS conducted an annual site visit of the same grantee
and should have included a review of program participant files for eligibility
documentation, there were no related findings or corrective action in the Site
Visit Summary. DHS acknowledged that staff performed limited sampling to
verify eligibility. Because DHS did not maintain any supporting documents
for the Site Visit Summaries for any of the five grantees we sampled, we
could not determine which files were reviewed, the contents of the files
reviewed, or if the file review was actually performed.
Accordingly, we recommend that DHS further develop written policy and
procedure for ensuring that staff verifies that grantees maintain eligibility
information on participants served. The procedure should specify an
appropriate level of sampling to ensure that eligibility problems are identified
and corrected.
It is imperative that DHS ensure that Measure Y funds are only being spent
on Oakland residents, as the intent of Measure Y is to lower the incidence of
violence in Oakland and is funded through the City of Oakland’s parcel and
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parking tax revenue. Of the sample of five grantees, we noted this residency
requirement is only stipulated in one grantee’s contract.
Therefore, we recommend DHS implement a verification process for
ensuring that grantees are providing Measure Y services to Oakland residents
only. It should also enforce its contract by disallowing reimbursement to
grantees that cannot provide eligibility information on Measure Y
participants.
According to DHS, it reviews the zip codes listed in the CitySpan database
for each client for each grantee as part of the quarterly report to ensure that
non-Oakland residents are not being served. If non-Oakland zip codes are
listed, DHS staff requests reasons for why this is the case. DHS also stated
that it is usually due to the safety of the client or because the client has
moved in with a relative or group home that can better care for them. DHS
believes requiring very high risk clients to show proof of residency beyond
this will be an impediment to providing services.
Inadequate Fiscal Management
We recognize that DHS uses performance based contracting to administer the
Measure Y Violence Prevention grants. We understand that this type of
contracting focuses on payment as an incentive for meeting service
deliverables, rather than placing an emphasis on fiscal management as in a
more traditional contracting model. In this audit we are not making a
judgment as to whether DHS should employ performance based contracting
as opposed to traditional contracting methods. However, since our audit
identified significant weaknesses in grantee fiscal management, we are
recommending that DHS develop and implement additional internal controls
to strengthen grantee fiscal management of Measure Y funds.
Each grantee has a contract that includes a budget and a scope of work that
outlines how the Measure Y funds can be used. However, DHS has not
established general program guidelines concerning fiscal management for
grantees to follow. In addition, we determined that DHS has not developed a
manual for grantees to ensure proper financial or program management. In
our review of the five grants, we found significant weaknesses in grantee
fiscal management that may have been prevented if grantees were provided
with general program guidelines. For example:
•

Grantee A14 did not maintain a separate account for Measure Y funds;

•

Grantee B could not provide a general ledger that summarized the
Measure Y expenditures;

14

The specific agency names have been omitted in order to maintain confidentiality and protect the anonymity of the
Measure Y Violence Prevention Program grantees.
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•

Grantee C received funding for salary costs of a position that was not
filled, in the amount of $3,750 for one quarter;

•

Grantee A and a sub-grantee charged various items to the grant that
were not approved in the contract, totaling $4,326; and

•

Grantees B and D could not provide adequate supporting
documentation for several of our sample of ten expenditures, totaling
$2,082.

The findings noted above demonstrate that DHS must improve its fiscal
monitoring efforts of the Measure Y grants and provide adequate guidance to
grantees as it relates to fiscal management. In our judgment, the problems
that we identified in our review of the five grantees are significant given that
DHS had already performed site visits and did not identify a number of these
issues. Without providing improved guidance to the grantees, these issues
will continue to proliferate and there is no assurance that Measure Y funds
are being spent appropriately.
Budgetary Controls Need Improvement
According to DHS, performance based contracting does not require a strict
enforcement of the ways that an agency spends their budgeted funds, as long
as benchmarks are being met and as long as the funds are spent in a nonfraudulent manner. In the policies and procedures provided to us after the
completion of audit fieldwork, DHS requires grantees to submit budget
adjustments or modifications for approval. In our audit we compared the
grantees’ actual expenditure amounts to their approved budget amounts and
found that for one grantee there were significant differences in the budget
categories for stipends and indirect costs; however, we did not find any
evidence of review and approval by DHS.
In fiscal year 2007-08, a grantee under-spent in each of the two categories by
$8,456 and $863 respectively. The grantee’s Executive Director stated that
the agency did not meet their budget because of the lack of client attendance,
so it was not able to pay out the full stipends. Also, because not all of the
students were attending, the grantee was unable to charge all of the indirect
costs to Measure Y. Thus, we recommend that DHS review and make timely
and necessary adjustments to approved grantee budgets as an additional
internal control to ensure that Measure Y funds are being used appropriately
and efficiently to meet its end goal of violence reduction.
Insufficient Corrective Action Follow-up and Tracking
The audit found that DHS does not have an adequate method for tracking
corrective actions to ensure that grantees correct problems identified through
annual site visits in a timely manner.
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In one case DHS issued a corrective action in the Site Visit Summary
requiring the grantee to input the sub-grantee program activities into the
Cityspan database by June 30, 2007. However, there was no evidence in the
grant file that DHS followed up on the corrective action. For a different
corrective action in the next fiscal year, DHS required the same grantee to
provide a written plan for its sub-grantee to catch up by May 15, 2008 on past
due deliverables. Between June 30, 2007 and May 15, 2008, we noted
correspondence discussing problems that the sub-grantee had with meeting its
deliverables and inputting its program data into the Cityspan database. Grant
file documentation showed that DHS followed up with the grantee on July 2,
2008, which was approximately two months after the corrective action due
date of May 15, 2008. According to DHS, the grantee subsequently informed
the Department that the sub-grantee decided to no longer continue its
Measure Y partnership. Given the sub-grantee’s history, more close and
timely follow-up of corrective action might have resulted in the sub-grantee
meeting its Measure Y program obligations. Moreover, despite DHS’
recommendation to terminate funding for this sub-grantee in FY 2007-08, in
June 2007 the City Council expressed its interest in continuing to support the
sub-grantee’s program and directed DHS to provide them with technical
assistance.
We also noted that in its Site Visit Summary for another grantee DHS
reported that four Measure Y participants left the session early; however,
there was no corrective action regarding participant attendance cited in the
report.
Further, DHS did not have an adequate tracking system for corrective action.
Without an adequate tracking system DHS cannot provide adequate
assurance that grantees have corrected identified problems that may
jeopardize the success of the program as exemplified above.
We recommend that DHS improve its follow-up and method of tracking
corrective action. DHS agreed that its method for tracking corrective actions
can be improved and has already planned to include corrective action
tracking in the Cityspan database for the next grantee funding cycle.
Lack of Sub-Grantee Monitoring
Agencies are strongly encouraged to apply in partnerships that coordinate
programs spanning two or more Measure Y program strategies. In the case
of a partnership where more than one organization will receive Measure Y
grants, one organization must apply as the “lead organization” that will
(1) be the fiscal agent for the funded proposal, (2) assume fiscal
responsibility for the entire grant amount and (3) submit (though not
necessarily prepare) all required reports for the partnership. The other
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partner agencies receiving Measure Y funds, via the lead organization, are
known as “sub-grantees.”
Out of a total of $23 million awarded over three fiscal years, sub-grantees
have been awarded a total of $3.3 million. According to DHS, there is no
requirement to monitor sub-grantees. In its newly drafted policies and
procedures, DHS stated that it is the legal obligation of the lead organization
funded by Measure Y to monitor the sub-grantee’s progress and ensure
accountability. DHS also stated that it has the right to conduct file reviews
and program observations of sub-grantee agencies; thus, it conducted such
reviews of one sub-grantee in our sample. Specifically, DHS reviewed the
sub-grantee client files, observed at least one of its programs activities, and
assessed staff qualifications. DHS reported on its monitoring activities of
the sub-grantee within its Site Visit Summary of the “lead organization.”
Despite the limited monitoring efforts mentioned above, the sub-grantee was
still not able to meet program deliverables. As discussed in the previous
section, the lack of timely sub-grantee monitoring contributed to the
termination of the sub-grantee relationship with DHS. More active
monitoring of other sub-grantees may identify similar instances of
performance issues. Therefore, we recommend that DHS pursue a more
active role in directly monitoring all of the sub-grantees. In addition, DHS
should further refine its policies and procedures for monitoring sub-grantees
and establish the specific responsibility the lead organization will have in
those monitoring efforts.
Inadequate Supervisory Review of Annual Site Visits
For the sample of five grantees we did not find evidence maintained in the
file that a supervisor reviewed either the Site Visit Checklists, or supporting
documents prior to issuing the Site Visit Summary. DHS explained that there
is no requirement for supervisory review of the Site Visit Checklists, but that
the supervisor reviews and signs the Site Visit Summary. During our
fieldwork, we found that the checklists were incomplete and not supported by
documentation. In addition, the sampling of budget line items and client files
was too small to adequately monitor the grantee and make sound conclusions
for improvements. Therefore, we recommend that DHS require grant
managers to maintain documentation from grantee site visits and expand their
sampling of budget line items and client files. We also recommend that DHS
establish policies and procedures for supervisory review of the Site Visit
Checklists and supporting documentation requirements prior to issuing a Site
Visit Summary. This practice would give reasonable assurance that adequate
monitoring is being performed to ensure Measure Y grantees are utilizing
funds appropriately and contracted services are being rendered. Further,
given that supervisory review is an essential component of the quality control
process for monitoring grantees, evidence of such a review is a critical step in
the process.
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Lack of Requirement for Documentation and Records Retention
To assess DHS’ monitoring efforts, we reviewed its grant manager files for
the sample of five grantees. We could not verify the level of monitoring that
DHS performed due to DHS’ lack of documentation in the grant files. As
previously stated, we found incomplete Site Visit Checklists and no
supporting documentation for the annual site visits conducted by DHS staff.
In addition, there is no evidence that a supervisor had reviewed the checklist
to ensure a proper site visit was conducted or had occurred. Therefore, we
recommend that DHS require grant managers to maintain documentation
from grantee site visits and establish policies and procedures for records
retention. Maintaining documentation of annual site visits provides the
evidence that adequate monitoring is being performed. Further, it provides
supervisors the documentation they must review during the quality control
process for monitoring grantees.
In addition, DHS records do not provide a sufficient audit trail detailing the
decisions reached regarding quarterly payments not in the amount of the
scheduled contract payments or justification for those decisions. For
instance, when we questioned what appeared to be overpayments to one
grantee, DHS explained that the payment to that grantee for $5,571 in one
quarter was an additional amount to pay back the grantee some of the funds
withheld in previous quarters. DHS had withheld some of the funds in
previous quarters due to the grantee not meeting its required deliverables.
In another quarter a payment for $25,000 to this grantee was attributed to a
one month, no-cost contract extension. These explanations should have been
better documented in writing, and if extensive, included as attachments.
DHS should have procedures in place to ensure that all decisions made
regarding grantee quarterly payments are documented in writing. However,
we found insufficient written evidence of the decisions reached and the
justification for these decisions. We recommend that DHS improve its
documentation to support quarterly payments that are not in the amount of
the scheduled contract payment.
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_______________________________________________________________________________
Conclusion
The Measure Y Violence Prevention Program annually awards approximately
$8 million to nonprofit agencies. This significant investment in reducing
crime and increasing public safety is subject to risks of misuse by nonprofit
agencies if internal controls for DHS are not in place. Consistent with the
findings of the Department of Justice Office of the Inspector General, DHS
needs to establish a strong system of internal controls to ensure that grant
programs are properly implemented, objectives are achieved, and grant funds
are spent appropriately. Although DHS has implemented some of the
necessary internal controls for managing and monitoring the Measure Y
Program, the audit found several deficiencies in DHS’ management over the
Measure Y Violence Prevention grants. DHS needs to strengthen and
establish additional grant management controls.
The development of comprehensive policies and procedures should address
audit findings regarding effective monitoring of grantees and sub-grantees.
Specifically, the policies and procedures should clearly define specific
program requirements and address the grantees meeting program
deliverables, program attendance, verification of program eligibility, grantee
fiscal management, sub-grantee monitoring, supervisory review, record
retention and implementation of corrective action. In addition, DHS needs to
improve training of its grant managers to include a formal grant management
training plan, as well as fraud detection and prevention.
_______________________________________________________________________________
Recommendations
We recommend that DHS:
RECOMMENDATION NO. 3: Continue to develop written policies and
procedures for grant management and provide adequate staff training to
ensure the appropriate execution of such policies and procedures.
RECOMMENDATION NO. 4: Develop a formal program to address the
training needs of the grant management staff.
RECOMMENDATION NO. 5: Establish formal processes for detecting and
preventing fraud on the part of the Measure Y Violence Prevention Program
grantees and require grant management staff to perform annual fraud
assessments of grantees as part of their annual site visits of grantees.
RECOMMENDATION NO. 6: Develop a Measure Y Grant Manual for the
grantees that are awarded Measure Y funds to ensure that all Measure Y
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grants are administered consistently and grantees are required to adhere to the
same guidelines.
RECOMMENDATION NO. 7: Develop and distribute a user’s manual for
the Cityspan database to all grantees.
RECOMMENDATION NO. 8: Define specific parameters for issuing
payments when grantees do not meet their deliverables.
RECOMMENDATION NO. 9: Further define the criteria for assessing
whether grantees met their deliverables and the positive and negatives
incentives for meeting or not meeting the required deliverables. The criteria
and incentives should be clearly spelled out in the grant agreements.
RECOMMENDATION NO. 10: Implement a formal course of action to
address attendance issues with grantees.
RECOMMENDATION NO. 11: Further develop a written policy and
procedure for ensuring that staff verifies that grantees maintain eligibility
information on participants served. It should also specify an appropriate
level of sampling to ensure that eligibility problems are identified and
corrected.
RECOMMENDATION NO. 12: Implement a verification process for
ensuring that grantees are providing Measure Y services to Oakland residents
only. It should also enforce its contract by disallowing reimbursement to
grantees that cannot provide eligibility information on Measure Y
participants.
RECOMMENDATION NO. 13: Review and make timely and necessary
adjustments to approved grantee budgets.
RECOMMENDATION NO. 14: Improve the method of follow-up and
tracking corrective action.
RECOMMENDATION NO. 15: Pursue a more active role in directly
monitoring all of the Measure Y sub-grantees. In addition, further refine the
policies and procedures for monitoring sub-grantees and establish the specific
responsibility the lead agency will have in those monitoring efforts.
RECOMMENDATION NO. 16: Require grant managers to maintain
documentation from grantee site visits and expand their sampling of budget
line items and client files. In addition, it should establish policies and
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procedures for supervisory review of the Site Visit Checklists and supporting
documentation prior to issuing a Site Visit Summary.
RECOMMENDATION NO. 17: Establish policies and procedures for
internal records retention and also require staff to comply with them.
RECOMMENDATION NO. 18: Improve its documentation to support
quarterly payments that are not in the amount of the scheduled contract
amount.
_______________________________________________________________________________
FINDING 3: PROGRAM EVALUATION PROCESS NEEDS TO BE IMPROVED
The City contracted an independent evaluator to measure the effectiveness of
the Measure Y Violence Prevention Program; however, we noted problems
regarding the data collected for the evaluators. In addition, several grantees
were not evaluated as stipulated in the Measure Y ordinance. Further, we
noted that the role and responsibility for providing oversight and technical
direction to the program evaluators is unclear between DHS and the Office of
the City Administrator.
Grant evaluation assesses the effectiveness of an ongoing program in
achieving its objectives, relies on the standards of project design to
distinguish a program's effects from those of other forces, and seeks to
improve programs through a modification of current operations. Program
evaluations are critical because they can be used to improve existing
programs and provide policymakers and program managers with information
for future program development. In addition, evaluations are used to assess
how well programs have been implemented, and the extent to which funded
activities have achieved their stated goals.
•

Programs should have specific long-term performance goals that focus on
outcomes and meaningfully reflect the purpose of the programs.

•

Programs should have annual performance goals that demonstrate
progress toward achieving long-term goals. Annual performance goals
enable program management to detect deficiencies in program
performance and develop corrective actions in a timely manner.

Program evaluation is especially important to the City because, through DHS,
it administers over $8 million annually in Measure Y grants. Without proper
evaluation, the City cannot determine whether the grants it awards are an
appropriate use of City funds. In addition, program evaluations provide
policymakers and program managers with information about which programs
are successful and which programs are inefficient. The City has expended
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$500,000 on Measure Y program evaluations, however, the evaluations are
incomplete and the results were inconclusive as to program effectiveness.
The former independent evaluator explained that the Measure Y program
effectiveness is inconclusive because the program is new; therefore there is
not enough data available to have definite results.
_______________________________________________________________________________
Measure Y Evaluation Methods
Measure Y legislation requires a professional evaluation to assess the
effectiveness of the program. Up to three percent (3%) of the Measure Y
funds dedicated to violence prevention and police services are budgeted for
evaluation.
The Office of the City Administrator is responsible for the oversight of the
contract administration of the Measure Y evaluation. The Office of the City
Administrator contracted with Berkeley Policy Associates (BPA) as the
contractor and the RAND Corporation as the subcontractor to perform the
evaluation for Measure Y grants. The City paid nearly $500,000 for the
independent evaluation of the first two years of the Measure Y Violence
Prevention Program. In fiscal year 2008-09, the Office of the City
Administrator contracted with Resource Development Associates to perform
the evaluation for the next cycle of Measure Y grants.
The goal of the independent evaluation is to determine if the Measure Yfunded programs are having positive and measurable outcomes for program
participants. Examples of outcomes include reduction in the suspension,
truancy and recidivism rates of program participants. These outcomes are
short-term in nature and constitute the primary focus of the evaluation. Data
on longer-term outcomes will be gathered in future years of the evaluation.
The specific goals of the Measure Y program evaluation include:
•

Tracking and analyzing data to identify best practices, service patterns,
gaps, and participant outcomes in relation to their level of service
participation;

•

Demonstrating how funded programs are part of a comprehensive service
system aimed at improving common but complex outcomes;

•

Demonstrating how the intensity of services provided to clients, and the
overlapping of services from multiple funded programs, leads to
improved client outcomes; and

•

Creating an efficient data collection infrastructure that can be expanded to
include new funded programs and outcomes.
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To date, the program evaluation process has had limited value and needs to
be improved. Specifically, the audit found that:
•

Insufficient data is collected;

•

Several Measure Y grantees were not evaluated; and

•

Roles and responsibilities need to be clarified.

Insufficient Data Collection for Evaluation
In performing the evaluation for the first two years of the Measure Y
Violence Prevention Program, the independent evaluator reported that several
constraints, including the lack of completed evaluation consents, limited their
ability to evaluate the impact of the Measure Y Program. DHS is responsible
for ensuring grantees collect and input this data into the Cityspan database so
that the independent evaluator can analyze the data for program evaluation.
In its interim report, the independent evaluator explained that, depending on
the age of participants, the common outcome measures across Measure Y
program strategies included suspension, truancy, and recidivism. To that
end, the independent evaluator performed an administrative data match of
records provided by the Oakland Unified School District (OUSD) and the
Alameda County Probation Department, to determine suspension, truancy
and recidivism rates. However, the only way Measure Y participants could
participate in the match was to have an evaluation consent form on file.
While DHS and Measure Y agency contracts mandate that grantees have all
adult and minor participants complete a BPA evaluation consent form, we
found that two grantees did not have completed consent forms on its
participants. Without completed consent forms, the evaluator did not have
the authorization to collect data for the evaluation on these participants. We
recommend that DHS ensure consent forms are completed by all program
participants.
The audit also found that DHS did not always ensure that grantees collected
and reported program participant demographic data which is used by the
evaluator. We did not find any written evidence in the grant files that the
issue of missing demographic data was being addressed by DHS.
Furthermore, we identified only one instance when DHS withheld part of a
grantee’s quarterly payment due to missing demographic data. To this end,
we recommend that DHS implement a mechanism to ensure grantees provide
complete and accurate demographic data for evaluators in assessing program
outcomes.
Several Measure Y Grantees Were Not Evaluated
Although Measure Y requires all grantees to be evaluated, the independent
evaluator did not evaluate six Measure Y grantees. As Exhibit 7 illustrates
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below, the six grantees were awarded over $1.7 million during fiscal years
2006-07 and 2007-08 in grants but were not evaluated.
Exhibit 7
Measure Y Grantees Not Evaluated by Total Grants Awarded for
Fiscal Years 2006-07 and 2007-08
Measure Y Grantee
FY06-07 FY07-08
Total
Attitudinal Healing Connection
$32,000 $160,000 $192,000
Alameda County Health Care Services Agency (Middle School)15 $240,000 $240,000 $480,000
Alameda County Health Care Services Agency (CRSN)
$100,000 $100,000 $200,000
Catholic Charities of the East Bay
$300,000 $300,000 $600,000
Oakland Parks and Recreation (OPR) – Radical Rovers
N/A
$85,000
$85,000
Project Re-Connect
$85,000 $85,000
$170,000
Total $757,000 $970,000 $1,727,000
Source: City of Oakland, Department of Human Services

BPA explained that for these grantees, data matching or a case manager
survey would not be applicable or appropriate because these grantees were
either pilot programs still in the process of initial implementation, or did not
provide youth services. Specifically, BPA explained, Attitudinal Healing
Connection, Alameda County Health Care Services Agency, and Oakland
Parks and Recreation are pilot programs in their implementation phase and
outcome data are not yet available. Project Re-Connect is a parent education
program, and thus it is not possible to match participant records with the
Oakland Unified School District or probation data.
We also noted that two of the grantees who were not evaluated were also
awarded Measure Y funds without going through the RFP process, as
previously discussed in Finding I. These grantees included the Alameda
County Family Justice Center and Attitudinal Healing Connection. In our
judgment, all programs should be required to be evaluated to determine a
program’s efficacy regardless of the stage the program is in. Thus, we
recommend that, in the future, the independent evaluator perform evaluations
of grantees as is required under Measure Y. We also recommend that the
City Administrator ensure that all Measure Y Violence Prevention Program
grantees are evaluated.
Roles and Responsibilities Need to be Clarified
According to the independent evaluator, DHS did not ensure that grantees
collected and reported complete data on its participants. On the other hand,
DHS stated that it is the role of the evaluator to ensure complete and accurate
data is collected from Measure Y grantees. DHS further stated that it is the
15

Alameda County Health Care Services Agency (Middle School) provided its own independent evaluation performed
by the University of California San Francisco.
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responsibility of the City Administrator to ensure that the independent
evaluator is carrying out the duties set forth in its contract. However, the
contract between the City and BPA clearly states that it is the responsibility
of DHS to ensure the collection of the data to be used for evaluation. The
contract specifically states “The City of Oakland, Department of Human
Services will directly supervise implementation of the data collection
methodology including...data collection, data entry training, and compliance
across violence prevention program grantees.” Therefore, we recommend
that DHS ensure that grantees properly collect and report on performance
data needed to evaluate their program. Further, the role and responsibility for
providing oversight and technical direction to the program evaluators is
unclear between DHS and the Office of the City Administrator. In our
judgment, the City Administrator should clarify the role of DHS and the City
Administrator in providing oversight and technical direction to the program
evaluators. Therefore, we recommend that the City Administrator establish
clear roles and responsibilities for providing oversight and technical direction
to the program evaluators.
_______________________________________________________________________________
Conclusion
Program evaluation is especially important to the City because, through
DHS, it administers over $8 million annually in Measure Y grants and over
$23 million to date. Without proper evaluation, the City cannot determine
whether the grants it awards are an appropriate use of City funds and if the
Measure Y Violence Prevention Program met the intention of the voters.
We identified weaknesses in the independent evaluation process to measure
the efficacy of the Measure Y Violence Prevention Program. While the City
contracted an independent evaluator to measure the efficacy of the Measure
Y Violence Prevention Program, we noted problems regarding the data
collected for the evaluators. In addition, several grantees were not evaluated
as stipulated in the Measure Y ordinance. Further, we noted that the role and
responsibility for providing oversight and technical direction to the program
evaluators is unclear between DHS and the Office of the City Administrator.
_______________________________________________________________________________
Recommendations
We recommend that DHS:
RECOMMENDATION NO. 19: Ensure consent forms for the evaluators are
completed by all program participants.
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RECOMMENDATION NO. 20: Implement a mechanism to ensure grantees
provide complete and accurate demographic data for evaluators to use in
assessing program outcomes.
RECOMMENDATION NO. 21: Ensure that grantees properly collect and
report on performance data needed to evaluate their program.
We recommend that the City Administrator:
RECOMMENDATION NO. 22: Ensure that all Measure Y Violence
Prevention Program grantees are evaluated.
RECOMMENDATION NO. 23: Establish clear roles and responsibilities for
providing oversight and technical direction to the program evaluators.
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APPENDIX I
DESCRIPTIONS OF MEASURE Y GRANTEES
The Mentoring Center operates Pathways to Change. This program is a
highly comprehensive diversion program for repeat juvenile offenders, with
low caseloads for case workers, frequent contact, family contact and support,
and careful coordination of community services. Sub-grantees include
Leadership Excellence, Scotlan Center, Center for Family Counseling, Easy
Bay Asian Youth Center, Youth ALIVE!, and Pacific News Service. This
collaboration of agencies serves juvenile probationers throughout Oakland.
The Mentoring Center maintains their Project Choice re-entry program for
youth offenders throughout Oakland. The program provides cognitive
behavior change and intensive case management services to wards while in
the California Youth Authority and after their parole.
Project Re-Connect provides Central and East Oakland parents of
elementary and middle school children at-high risk for gang involvement
with parent education classes. Classes are held once a week for six weeks
and include sessions devoted specifically to gang awareness and prevention.
Project Re-Connect offers continued parent support services for the parents
who have attended the workshops, including mentoring, parent support
groups, and resource referrals for additional services.
Catholic Charities of the East Bay coordinates with the Oakland
Community Response and Support Network to provide first response,
emergency funds, intensive support services, referral to mental health
services for friends and families of homicide victims.
YMCA is a sub-grantee of Leadership Excellence which provides truant and
probation youth sports activities as they receive mentorship.
Youth Radio provides job training and work experience that emphasizes
skill-building and responsibility for eligible high-risk youth through hands on
media production workshops.
East Bay Asian Youth Center implements the multi-racial, multi-ethnic,
and multilingual EBAYC Street Team to provide street outreach and case
management services linked to employment programs, media training for
youth, chronic truants, school dropouts, suspended/expelled students, and
juvenile offenders residing in Oakland's San Antonio and Fruitvale
neighborhoods.
Leadership Excellence operates the Bridge, which combines outreach, case
management, employment, and recreation services to reduce drop-out rates at
McClymonds High School and decrease violence in West Oakland. It
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outreaches to high-risk youth and provides case management. Truant and
probation youth receives mentorship while participating in sports activities at
the M. Robinson Baker YMCA.
Youth UpRising employs structured violence prevention programming that
includes intensive case management, outreach, violence prevention
education, and recreational opportunities for higher-impact youth. Outreach
is focused on higher-impact youth, including those trending towards chronic
truancy, expulsion or suspension from school, and youth on probation and
parole. Through a sub-grant with The Destiny Arts Center, participants
receive instruction in recreational activities including basketball and dance.
Youth UpRising’s primary population are youth and young adults ages 13 to
24 living throughout Alameda County, with an emphasis on those living in
East Oakland.
Youth ALIVE!, located in downtown Oakland, is considered a “Caught in
the Crossfire” intervention program that works with youth who are
hospitalized due to violent injuries. The program’s purpose is to reduce
retaliation, re-injury, and arrest.
East Bay Agency for Children provides outreach, assessment, case
management, and mental health services to increase school attendance and
diminish involvement in violence among students at Dewey and Rudsdale
Continuation High Schools. The focus of program is on youth probation.
Sports4Kids is a collaborative effort to meet the needs of expelled,
delinquent and chronically truant youth. This is conducted by providing
recreational activities integrated with non-violence curriculum throughout the
day and after school to many students. The targeted schools are Rudsdale
Continuation High School, Westlake and Edna Brewer Middle Schools.
Sports4Kids also trains and deploys youth as assistant coaches for younger
children.
Radical Rovers is a City of Oakland, Parks and Recreation program that
provides at-risk youth with after school activities. Using non-traditional
methods and engaging, educational programs, this unique program offers
healthy alternatives to youth who need extra support for positive participation
in the community. Youth involved in Radical Roving Recreation learn a
multitude of skills as they participate in fun activities such as boating, junior
lifeguard courses, sports, theater arts, and self-empowerment workshops.
Family Violence Law Center along with sub-grantees Safe Passages, Center
for Child Protection/The D.O.V.E.S. Project, Jewish Family & Children’s
Services, Parental Stress Services, Inc., and Through the Looking Glass, runs
a coordinated program called Family Violence Intervention and Prevention
(Family VIP). This project strives to reduce recidivism for family violence
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and child maltreatment by providing 1) crisis intervention for families with
children throughout Oakland experiencing domestic violence and 2) early
identification and treatment for developmental/behavioral pathology to young
children exposed to family violence. Some programming is delivered at the
Harriet Tubman Child Development Center in West Oakland, the
International Child Development Center in Central Oakland, and at the
Eastmont and 85th Avenue Head Start programs in East Oakland.
Family Justice Center supports the older girls of families receiving
domestic violence services through partners at the Family Justice Center;
girls involved in the criminal justice system as well as sexually exploited
minors outreached through Measure Y grantees by offering support groups
and case management.
Alameda County Health Care Services Agency provides mental health
services and coordination for participants.
Volunteers of America, Bay Area seeks to reduce recidivism among
parolees by integrating violence prevention with behavior modification,
participation in drug awareness and treatment, and employment services.
The crew-based employment program involves parolees in structured,
subsidized, crew-based employment for three months while living in
subsidized supportive housing, in either Fruitvale/San Antonio or
Downtown/West Oakland. Their Project Choice program operates inside San
Quentin prison and connects clients with intensive case management, family
support, and access to services up to a year prior to, and for up to a year after
release.
Allen Temple HCDC located in East Oakland, provides Project Choice
intensive coaching to young adult re-entry participants living throughout
Oakland, with a portion of those participants receiving intensive re-entry
services including subsidized transitional employment, volunteer mentorship,
and placement into unsubsidized employment.
The Dr. J. Alfred Smith Training Academy (DJASSTA)’s core focus is on
providing formerly incarcerated individuals with the skills and support they
need to re-enter society and achieve self-sufficiency. All Alameda County
residents on probation or parole are eligible for employment training, job
placement, GED classes, and related services at DJASSTA.
Youth Employment Partnership with recruitment/case management
partners at EBAYC (Fruitvale/San Antonio), Youth Uprising (East Oakland),
and Scotlan (West Oakland), provides after school training and employment
to high-risk youth through “Career Try-Out” paid internships or training
program during the school year. In conjunction with the Mayor’s Summer
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Jobs Program, YEP also enrolls high-risk youth in paid summer internships
and paid soft skills workshops.
For young adults, the Intensive Re-Entry Training and Employment program
provides paid training to young adults under age 25 who are on probation or
parole through an intensive, subsidized, on-the-job training program in the
construction industry.
The Work First Foundation (America Works) located in Downtown
Oakland, provides direct job placement to young adults (under age 35)
on parole and probation, with follow-up services to guarantee a 60%
retention rate after 180 days.
OUSD- Alternative Education (CYO) - A collaborative led by the Oakland
Unified School District, Office of Alternative Education and sub-grantee
California Youth Outreach uses Youth Intervention Specialists working in
five of Oakland’s alternative schools to provide gang involved youth with
Gang Redirect classes, personal and family interventions, case management,
leadership opportunities and connections to community support services.
The Attitudinal Healing Connection, Inc., is based in West Oakland and
has graciously opened its doors to provide fiscal sponsorship as well as
meeting space for Restorative Justice for Oakland Youth (RJOY). RJOY is
engaged in a collaboration with the juvenile justice system to implement
restorative measures within Alameda County's juvenile justice division
which: (1) Focus on repairing the harm caused by crime and addressing the
needs and obligations which arise in its wake; (2) Support the needs of
victims; (3) Hold offenders accountable and support them in the effort to
transform and re-integrate into the community as positive, productive
citizens.
The Alameda County Interagency Children’s Policy Council is managing
a collaborative of agencies including Bay Area Women Against Rape
(BAWAR), Covenant House, MISSSEY/Be a Mentor, and the Scotlan Center
to conduct street outreach to and assess over 500 Sexually Exploited Minors
(SEMs), accompany the Oakland Police Department on planned prostitution
“sweeps” at least one time per month, provide intensive outreach to 280
SEMs throughout Oakland, operate a drop-in facility at the Family Justice
Center for SEMS, and provide 60 SEMs with case management. The
collaborative also provides education and awareness training to young
people, community groups, and public system partners about the issue of
youth sexual exploitation.
The Office of the City Administrator, in collaboration with the Mayor’s
Public Safety Coordinator, leads the City/County Neighborhood Initiative
(CCNI) to expand neighborhood organizing in the three Public Safety
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Districts. Through CCNI, community builders work closely with teams of
service agencies including the Service Delivery System (SDS) Teams,
Neighborhood Services Coordinators, Y Teams, County agencies, schools,
and local non-profit agencies. In the neighborhoods currently participating in
the initiative, youth have become a key focus for neighborhood organizing.
Youth Sounds was founded in 2001 at McClymonds High School in West
Oakland (where the graduation rate was a lowly 6%). Youth Sounds served
school-age youth through programs in video, audio, and music production in
a wide variety of school-based and after school programs in some of the most
challenging neighborhoods in Oakland. Youth Sounds merged with the Bay
Area Video Coalitions’s (BAVC) youth programs in January 2006, creating
BAVC's Next Generation Programs, a regional network of high school- and
community-based training centers for low-income teens in video,
music, digital arts, gaming and animation.
Office of Personnel Resource Management (OPRM) Re-Entry
Employment - The Mayor’s Office receives funding for a Reentry
Employment Specialist, who focuses on enhancing opportunities for
individuals on probation and parole to access career opportunities in the public
sector, either directly with the City of Oakland or other public agencies or
through priority hiring on City projects. The work involves a mix of direct
service such as providing regular orientations to City employment and
promoting policy changes such as “banning the box” which is removing the
question off the City of Oakland’s job application asking applicants if they
have ever been convicted of a crime/felony.
Paul Flores was contracted under the Measure Y Violence Prevention
Program as a consultant for gang prevention presentations.
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APPENDIX II
GRANTEE CONTRACT AMOUNTS IN FISCAL YEAR 2007-08
Program Strategy
By Area
Youth Outreach

Sports and Recreation

Outreach to Sexually
Exploited Minors
City-County Neighborhood
Initiative
Family Violence
Intervention Unit
Mental Health Services for
children 0-5
Youth Support Groups
Family Justice Center
Community Response 2nd
Support Network (CRSN)
Mental Health for CRSN
Caught in the Crossfire
Pathways to Change
Project Choice

Grantee/Contractor
East Bay Asian Youth
Center
Leadership Excellence
Youth UpRising
Youth ALIVE!
East Bay Agency for
Children
Sports4Kids
Leadership Excellence
(YMCA)
Youth UpRising
(Destiny Arts)
OPR – Radical Rovers
A. County Interagency
Children’s Policy Council
Office of the City
Administrator Neighborhood
Services Division
Family Violence Law
Center
Family Violence Law
Center
Family Justice Center
(Girls Justice Initiative)
Family Justice Center
Catholic Charities
Alameda County Health
Care Services Agency
Youth ALIVE!
(Highland Hospital)
The Mentoring Center
Allen Temple HCDC
The Mentoring Center
Volunteers of America,
Bay Area (CDCR)

(continued)
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Annual
$200,000
$200,000
$130,670
$175,000
$150,000
$91,500
$45,500
$45,500
$85,000
$225,000
$196,485
$491,214
$294,728
$147,364
$36,182
$300,000
$100,000
$65,000
$691,214
$163,738
$163,738
$163,738
$270,000
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Program Strategy
By Area
Project Choice
Restorative Justice
RJOY-Cole
Intensive Re-Entry
Employment/Training

Crew Based Employment
After School Job Training

Summer Jobs
Transitional Jobs

Gang Intervention
Gang Prevention
Gang Parent Education
Gang Prevention
Presentations
Safe Passages Middle
School Model
Second Step Curriculum
Peer Conflict Resolution
Teen Center Support

Grantee/Contractor
Volunteers of America,
Bay Area – (CAP/CSBG)
Attitudinal Healing
Connection
Attitudinal Healing
Connection
Allen Temple HCDC

Annual

$65,453
$25,000
$135,000
$280,000

Youth Employment
Partnership
Volunteers of America
Youth Radio
Youth Sounds / (BAVC)
Youth Employment
Partnership
Youth Employment
Partnership
Youth Employment
Partnership
The Work First Foundation
(America Works)
OPRM Re-Entry
Employment
OUSD- Alternative
Education (CYO)
OUSD- Alternative
Education (CYO)
Project Re-Connect
Paul Flores

$280,000

Alameda County Health
Care Services Agency
Oakland United School
District
Oakland United School
District
Youth UpRising

$240,000
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$273,742
$150,000
$75,000
$190,000
$205,848
$150,000
$390,000
$118,000
$190,000
$65,000
$85,000
$14,999

$275,080
$235,782
$300,000
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APPENDIX III
ANALYSIS OF MEASURE Y OVER AND UNDER PAYMENTS
IN FISCAL YEAR 2007-08
Grantee Agency
Project Re-Connect
Advance
1st
2nd
3rd
4th
PRC Total
Youth Radio
Advance
1st Quarter
2nd Quarter
3rd Quarter
4th Quarter
YR Total
Leadership Excellence
Advance
1st Quarter
2nd Quarter
3rd Quarter
4th Quarter
LE Total
The Mentoring Center
Advance
1st Quarter
2nd Quarter
3rd Quarter
4th Quarter
TMC Total
Catholic Charities
Advance
1st
2nd
3rd
4th
5th Additional
CC Total
TOTAL

Check Amount
17,000
17,000
17,000
17,000
17,000
85,000

$

Contract Amount

Met
Deliverable

Payments

17,000
17,000
17,000
17,000
17,000
85,000

0
0
0
0
0
0

N/A
No
Yes
Yes
No

0
0
-4,125
2,875
-3,751
$ (5,001)

N/A
No
No
No
No

$

37,500
28,125
28,125
28,125
28,125
150,000

0
0
-3,000
-3,000
-6,100
$ (12,100)

N/A
No
No
No
No

$

49,100
49,100
49,100
49,100
49,100
245,500

138,242.80
138,242.80
115,000.00
138,242.80
138,243.00
$ 667,971

138,242.80
138,242.80
138,242.80
138,242.80
138,242.80
$
691,214

0
0
-23,242.80
0
0.20
$ (23,243)

N/A
No
No
Yes
No

60,000.00
33,033.59
45,000.00
65,571.00
85,000.00
11,395.00
$ 299,999

60,000
60,000
60,000
60,000
60,000

N/A
No
No
No
Yes

300,000

0
-26,966.41
-15,000
5,571
25,000
11,395
$
(0.41)

$ $1,471,714

$(40,344)

$

37,500
28,125
24,000
31,000
24,374
144,999

$

49,100
49,100
46,100
46,100
43,000
233,400

$1,431,369

$

$
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APPENDIX IV
DHS’ SITE VISIT CHECKLIST
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References to City Auditor’s Report
Cited in City Administrator’s Response

Note: Document formatting of the final audit report resulted in changes to page numbers
from the June 2, 2009 draft report. The table below updates the page numbers cited in
the City Administrator’s Response to the draft report.
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OFFICE OF THE CITY AUDITOR’S ANALYSIS AND
SUMMARY OF ACTIONS NECESSARY TO CLOSE THE REPORT
We provided a draft audit report to the City Administrator for review and
comment. The City Administrator’s comments, which detail the actions it
has taken or plans to implement in response to our recommendations, have
been included in this report. These comments also comprise staff responses
from both the Office of the City Administrator and the Department of
Human Services (DHS).
In this audit report, we are introducing a new format for our response to the
auditee entitled “The Analysis and Summary of Actions Necessary to Close
the Report.” This section of the report provides clarification on the status of
the report recommendations, including the follow-up actions needed to be
completed to close the report.
The Analysis and Summary of Actions Necessary to Close the Report
summarizes our analysis of both the Office of the City Administrator and
DHS’ comments and proposed actions required to close the report. The
status of each of the 23 recommendations at the time of publication for this
report is unresolved, partially resolved, resolved or closed.

4

6

Unresolved

No agreement on the recommendation or the proposed corrective
action. Implementation of recommended corrective action is
specified in the City Auditor’s Analysis and Summary of Actions
Necessary to Close the Report.

Partially
Resolved

Partial agreement on the recommendation or the proposed
corrective action. Implementation of the proposed corrective
action is clarified in the City Auditor’s Analysis and Summary of
Actions Necessary to Close the Report.

11 Resolved

Agreement on the recommendation and the proposed corrective
action. Implementation of the proposed corrective action
forthcoming from the auditee.

2

Agreed upon corrective action complete. The impact of the
corrective action will be reviewed during follow-up by the Office
of the City Auditor.

Closed
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To provide clarity and perspective, we are commenting on both the Office
of the City Administrator’s and DHS’ responses to the Office of the City
Auditor’s performance audit report on the Measure Y Violence Prevention
Program.
Two areas highlighted in DHS’ response require clarification. The
remaining balance of the City Auditor’s comments focuses on the
disposition of each recommendation. The areas needing further clarification
are: (1) Measure Y Policies and Procedures Manual and (2) judgmental
sampling.
Measure Y Policies and Procedures Manual
In its response, DHS states, “a consultant worked with staff to define key
tasks, articulate workflow and prioritize key tasks in a series of meetings.
This work became the basis and core of the policies and procedures manual
which was developed throughout 2008. DHS Measure Y staff was trained
on the manual in January of 2009.” The Office of the City Auditor
acknowledges DHS’ development of its Policies and Procedures Manual
and confirms receiving the manual on February 6, 2009.
However, approximately $23 million in grants were disbursed or awarded
prior to the City’s development of the Measure Y Policies and Procedures
Manual. Generally accepted government auditing standards define a
program’s policies and procedures as an internal control that “provides
reasonable assurance that a program meets its objectives, while considering
cost-effectiveness and efficiency.” Without policies and procedures in place,
$23 million was put at increased risk of misappropriation and misuse.
In addition, DHS’ response references standards and processes from the
manual to challenge the City Auditor’s findings. This is misleading. As
stated, the manual was provided to the City Auditor on February 6, 2009
and did not exist during the scope of the performance audit. The scope of
the Measure Y performance audit was fiscal years 2006-07 and 2007-08.
Judgmental Sampling
In its response, DHS states, “of the 14 issues cited as evidence, 70% (or 10)
are attributable to two grantees. And one half of these findings are
attributable to a sub-grantee that DHS recommended be de-funded in the
first year due to concerns….Therefore, many of the recommendations in this
report are based on this one grantee that was the exception to the rule, and
who is no longer funded by Measure Y.”
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One of the most commonly used sampling techniques in the performance
auditing field is judgmental sampling. Under this methodology,
performance auditors identify the areas of greatest risk exposure and select
items for further review. Auditors consider the results of the judgmental
sample when evaluating the quality of the population reviewed, and
comment on the identified root causes of those findings.
The sample of five grantees selected were each from a different program
strategy within Measure Y, with various funding award levels included to
cover the range of low to high awards. More importantly, each of the five
grantees selected already had site visits conducted by DHS to ensure
appropriate management measures were in place. DHS’ statement
acknowledges that certain management deficiencies were not identified
during these site visits and came to light only as a result of this performance
audit.
DHS’ response downplays the significance of the findings on the logic that
these findings are only attributable to two grantees. In fact, all five grantees
were found to have deficiencies in key management areas, including fiscal
and programmatic activities. As a result of the audit, DHS should take
appropriate actions to address the issues identified and improve the rigor of
the site visits.
Recommendations:
1. Unresolved. DHS did not agree with our recommendation to adhere
to the selection criteria of grantee applicants that are specified in the
Request for Proposal (RFP) and clearly define the criteria for “a
proven track record” of providing violence prevention services in its
next RFP. In response, DHS stated that it believes more detailed
information about an agency in their application reveals whether or
not they have “a proven track record.” Further, the RFP instructs
applicants to detail their success in implementing similar programs,
the evaluation results of those programs, and the length of time it has
provided similar services. DHS also stated that the Office of Parks
and Recreation (OPR) has been providing services to high risk youth
for over 100 years. While that may be true, our audit focused
specifically on Measure Y Violence Prevention Programs. Therefore,
our report only addresses the OPR program that is funded by the
Measure Y Violence Prevention Program. This new OPR program
has been in existence for less than three years and had never
previously provided violence prevention services. The intent of our
recommendation is to clarify the meaning of “a proven track record”
so that the applicant is provided with specific selection criteria and
DHS is not interpreting the meaning for each applicant.
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Furthermore, we compared the requirement for “a proven track
record” for Oakland’s Violence Prevention Program to a similar
program administered by the City of San Francisco. This program
awards Violence Prevention and Intervention Services grants to local
non-profit organizations that provide at-risk youth and young adults
with violent prevention services. We verified that the City of San
Francisco requires that, “Organizations must have a minimum of
three years experience effectively delivering proposed services.”
To close this recommendation, DHS should provide evidence to the
Office of the City Auditor that the next Request for Proposal has been
revised to include clearly defined criteria for “a proven track record”
of providing violence prevention services.
2. Resolved. DHS agreed with our recommendation to ensure the
selection process for grantee applicants is clearly defined if the RFP
process is not utilized. In its response, DHS stated that its staff will
work with the City Council to address the recommendation.
To close this recommendation the City Council should provide
evidence to the Office of the City Auditor that a clearly defined
selection process has been developed for use for all grant awards.
3.

Resolved. DHS agreed with our recommendation to continue to
develop written policies and procedures for grant management and
provide adequate staff training to ensure appropriate execution of
such policies and procedures. In its response, DHS stated that the
policies and procedures are consistently updated and refined, and
appropriate changes that occur as a result of the audit will be reflected
in the manual. DHS also stated that it had developed policies and
procedures for the Measure Y Violence Prevention Program
throughout 2008. It is also important to note that the City Auditor
staff asked for a copy of the policies and procedures at the beginning
of the audit in late March 2008 and did not receive a copy until
February 6, 2009.
To close this recommendation, DHS should provide the Office of the
City Auditor with an updated copy of the manual that includes
revisions that specifically address areas identified in our report by
November 30, 2009.

4. Resolved. DHS agreed with our recommendation to develop a formal
program to address the training needs of the grant management staff.
DHS stated that it will implement a formal program to address the
training needs of staff provided that the City of Oakland budget
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allows for such an implementation. In addition, DHS stated that the
current practice of having financial and grant management training
provided by coaches who work directly with staff will continue if the
City’s budget does not allow for such training. Nonetheless, it is
imperative that a formal training program be instituted to address the
potential risk of fraud, waste and abuse of Measure Y Violence
Prevention funds.
To close this recommendation, DHS should provide evidence that it
has implemented a formal program to address the needs of the grant
management staff to the Office of the City Auditor by November 30,
2009.
5.

Resolved. DHS agreed with our recommendation to provide fraud
training to grant managers and conduct a fraud assessment of
grantees. DHS stated that it is committed to aid in this effort. DHS
further stated that this issue goes beyond Measure Y. DHS added that
the Office of the City Administrator, in coordination with the
Contract Compliance Office, is working to develop City-wide
procedures to debar organizations from receiving future City funds if
they are found to have illegally used City funds. In its response, DHS
also noted that neither they nor the City Auditor discovered fraud
while reviewing the Measure Y Violence Prevention grants. While
this may be the case for the sample of Measure Y grants that were
reviewed, the need for DHS to implement a robust fraud prevention
program in conjunction with the City Administrator is clear. The
U.S. Attorney for the Northern District of California estimates that
government entities lose between 10-15% of federal grant funds to
fraud.
To close this recommendation, DHS should provide evidence to the
Office of the City Auditor that fraud training is being provided to
grant managers and that grantee fraud assessments are conducted by
April 30, 2010.

6. Resolved. DHS agreed with our recommendation to develop a
Measure Y Grantee Manual for grantees that are awarded Measure Y
funds to ensure that all Measure Y grants are administered
consistently and grantees are required to adhere to the same
guidelines. DHS stated that this recommendation will be addressed
with the development of a Measure Y Grantee Manual that will be
completed for use by the fiscal year 2009-10 grantees.
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To close this recommendation, DHS should provide the Office of the
City Auditor with a copy of the completed Measure Y Grantee
Manual by November 30, 2009.
7. Resolved. DHS stated that it did not agree with our recommendation
to develop and distribute a user’s manual for Cityspan database to all
grantees, but it proposed action that satisfies the intent of our
recommendation. DHS acknowledged the need for more generalized
instructions for grantees and has agreed to expand the current data
entry sheets to include more generalized instruction for the use of
Cityspan and will continue to rely on one-on-one support as the most
effective means for ensuring adequate data entry by grantees.
To close this recommendation, DHS should provide the Office of the
City Auditor a copy of the revised data entry sheets that include more
generalized instruction for the use of Cityspan by November 30,
2009.
8. Closed. DHS provided specific parameters for issuing payments
when grantees do not meet their deliverables. Corrective action has
been implemented and will be reviewed during the follow-up by the
Office of the City Auditor.
9. Closed. The intent of this recommendation was satisfied under
recommendation #8. Corrective action has been implemented and
will be reviewed during the follow-up by the Office of the City
Auditor.
10. Partially Resolved. DHS disagreed with our recommendation to
implement a formal course of action to address attendance issues with
grantees. DHS stated that it has determined that the current formal
courses of action as defined in its policies and procedures manual are
adequate. However, as previously stated, DHS’ policies and
procedures manual was not developed during the scope of our audit.
In addition, the grantee contracts do not specifically address the issue
of attendance. In its response to the audit report, DHS stated that it
will withhold payments for deliverables when grantees have a
participant attendance issue. DHS also stated that if staff determines
that there are attendance issues during the program observation
portion of the site visit, a corrective action regarding attendance will
be included in the Site Visit Summary with a due date for
rectification. If the attendance issue is not rectified by the date
specified, then funds are withheld from the grantee’s quarterly
payments. Yet, for one of the grantees we tested, we found that the
grant manager included attendance issues in the site visit summary,
but did not include a corrective action nor were payments withheld
from the grantees quarterly payments.
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To close this recommendation, policies and procedures should be
revised to include program observations every six months. DHS
should provide written documentation of this revision to the Office of
the City Auditor by November 30, 2009.
11. Partially Resolved. DHS stated that its Measure Y policies and
procedures for verifying eligibility is adequate. It is important to
clarify again that these policies and procedures did not exist during
the time period of our audit scope for fiscal years 2006-07 and 200708. Furthermore, the eligibility reference listed by DHS in its
response is included in the Measure Y contract for fiscal year 2009-10
and would not be relevant to our review of previous years’
documentation. In our file review, we identified such eligibility
documentation as school attendance and academic records, probation
and parole documentation, and other court documents. During one
grantee site visit, we requested that the grantee provide evidence or
documentation to prove the eligibility of participants for the first and
third quarters of fiscal year 2007-08. The grantee could not provide
support for 23 out of 40 participants for those two quarters. While
DHS concurred that the current sampling of 10 client files can be
increased to a larger sample during a site visit, it did not specify the
size of the larger sample nor discuss the selection methodology for
the increased sample.
To close this recommendation, DHS should revise the policies and
procedures to include additional written guidelines for verifying
eligibility to the Office of the City Auditor by November 30, 2009.
For example, such additional guidelines for verifying eligibility could
include the following suggested procedures: During the last 12
month period, select two non-consecutive quarters and verify the
eligibility of all individual participants in both quarters; Record and
retain the results of the eligibility review for each of the program
participants in the sample within an Excel spreadsheet, including the
type of eligibility documentation reviewed in each participant file.
12. Unresolved. DHS disagreed with our recommendation to implement
a verification process for ensuring that grantees are providing
Measure Y services to Oakland residents only, and should enforce its
contract for disallowing reimbursement to grantees that cannot
provide eligibility information on Measure Y participants. In its
response, DHS stated that Measure Y staff reviews the quarterly
reports generated from the Cityspan database for individual
participant zip codes to ensure that non-Oakland residents are not
being served. Furthermore, DHS claims that it follows up on those
cases of non-Oakland zip codes to determine when service delivery is
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deemed necessary. However, for two of the grantees in our sample,
we found a significant number of missing zip code data for each
quarter in the two fiscal years that we reviewed. DHS also stated that
it considers referrals alone from partnering agencies, e.g. the Oakland
Unified School District, Parole or Probation Department, an
assurance of residency. Nevertheless, proof of residency must be
obtained from and verified for all program participants, in particular
those participants who were referred from partnering agencies. It is
imperative that DHS ensure that Measure Y funds are only being
spent on Oakland residents, as the intent of Measure Y is to lower the
incidence of violence in Oakland and is funded through the City of
Oakland’s parcel and parking tax revenue. Of the sample of five
grantees, we noted this residency requirement is only stipulated in one
grantee’s contract. This grantee’s participants submit W-9 forms for
stipend checks, and the grantee verifies that the W-9 address matches
the application address, and that the address is an Oakland address.
Furthermore, we compared the residency requirement for Oakland’s
Violence Prevention Program to a similar program administered by
the City of San Francisco. We verified that the City of San Francisco
requires that services from these programs must be provided only to
residents of that city. Based on DHS’ response, we understand a
challenge exists to prove residency for undocumented individuals.
Nevertheless, DHS should identify the size of the undocumented
group of participants and report the percentage that these participants
constitute out of the population of Measure Y participants.
To close this recommendation, DHS will need to revise policies and
procedures to include a requirement of written documentation of a
proof of residency for Measure Y participants, as well as report the
estimated percentage of participants who cannot provide proof of
residency to the Office of the City Auditor by November 30, 2009.
13. Resolved. DHS stated that its staff currently adheres to its Measure
Y Policies and Procedures Manual and believes it is adequate. It is
important to again clarify that these policies and procedures did not
exist during the time period of our audit scope for fiscal years 200607 and 2007-08. In its response, DHS stated that it also requires
grantees to submit a budget modification request in writing prior to
the end of the third quarter when there are modifications that are more
than 10% to a line item. In our audit, we identified a grantee that had
significantly under-spent in two of its budget categories, which
included stipends and indirect costs. We did not find any evidence
that DHS had followed their stated quarterly practice of reviewing
and approving the changes to the grantee’s budget despite the
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existence of the policy and procedure. In addition, grantees should
submit a request in advance for budget modifications in the current
quarter.
To close this recommendation, DHS should submit evidence that it is
reviewing, approving or not approving changes to grantee budgets to
the Office of the City Auditor by November 30, 2009.
14. Resolved. DHS agreed with our recommendation to improve its
method of tracking corrective action. DHS stated that in an effort to
improve tracking of the corrective actions, Cityspan is adding a
corrective action field in the quarterly report form that will enable
grantees and DHS Measure Y staff to include corrective actions in the
database. In addition, DHS said that its policies and procedures
require that all corrective actions due to be closed are followed up on
prior to issuing payment for that particular quarter. Again, these
policies and procedures did not exist during the time period of our
audit scope for fiscal years 2006-07 and 2007-08. As stated in the
audit report, in one case DHS issued a corrective action in the Site
Visit Summary requiring the grantee to input the sub-grantee program
activities into the Cityspan database by June 30, 2007. However,
there was no evidence in the grant file that DHS followed up on the
corrective action. For a different corrective action in the next fiscal
year, DHS required the same grantee to provide a written plan for its
sub-grantee to catch up by May 15, 2008 on past due deliverables.
DHS did not follow up until July 2, 2008 when the grantee missed the
corrective action due date of May 15, 2008 - approximately two
months later. For tracking purposes, DHS would benefit from using
the Cityspan database to generate reports on corrective actions, and
then reviewing these reports on a quarterly basis before issuing
payment.
To close this recommendation, DHS should provide evidence to the
Office of the City Auditor of the addition of the corrective field in
Cityspan, the reports generated, and additional guidance that has been
implemented to ensure that corrective action is followed-up and
tracked appropriately by November 30, 2009.
15. Unresolved. DHS disagreed with our specific recommendation to
pursue a more active role in directly monitoring all of the Measure Y
sub-grantees and to continue to refine its policies and procedures for
monitoring sub-grantees. DHS stated that it would further establish
specific responsibilities for the lead agency and add policies and
procedures on the monitoring of sub-grantees to its Grantee Manual.
However, the role and responsibilities that DHS has in directly
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monitoring sub-grantees also needs to be further clarified in its
policies and procedures to include reviews of fiscal and programmatic
areas. It is imperative that DHS directly take an active role in
monitoring sub-grantees, which comprised over $3 million or 10% of
Measure Y grants, as opposed to assigning these duties to the lead
agency. In fact, according to the Office of the Inspector General
Audit Division of the U.S. Department of Justice (DOJ), “Granting
agencies should increase their monitoring of grantees and
subgrantees by increasing site visits and reviewing financial and
progress reports for accuracy, completeness, and alignment with
project goals. This practice is particularly important for new
grantees, as well as for experienced grantees with problems
managing prior grants.” 1
To close this recommendation, DHS should develop and submit
written guidelines for sub-grantee monitoring, indicating the specific
roles and responsibilities assigned to DHS and the lead agency, to the
Office of the City Auditor by November 30, 2009.
16. Partially Resolved. DHS agreed with our recommendation to
require grant managers to better maintain documentation from grantee
site visits and expand their sampling of budget line items and client
files. However, DHS did not directly address whether or not it agreed
with our recommendation to establish policies and procedures for
Supervisory review of the Site Visit Checklists and supporting
documentation prior to issuing a Site Visit Summary. In its response,
DHS stated that it maintains in a separate central file for the Site Visit
Summary, a completed Site Visit Checklist, and the entire contents of
the Desk Audit that is required to be submitted to DHS by the grantee
prior to the visit. In addition, DHS stated that documentation of client
files reviewed during a site visit cannot be maintained due to privacy
issues. During our audit we did not find that DHS maintained
completed Site Visit Checklists or entire contents of Desk Audits.
We acknowledge the sensitivity of the right to privacy, yet believe
DHS can maintain documentation without including personally
identifying information on participants as well as redact private
information. For example, DHS should maintain the completed Site
Visit Checklist and any supporting documentation that is required to
be obtained by the grant manager as indicated on the Checklist. With
regard to the Site Visit Checklist itself, DHS also stated that in the
future this document would be more consistently completed.
1

This monitoring practice is among the list of ideas and practices that granting agencies should consider
following to mitigate the incidence of waste, fraud and abuse in funding and managing the $4 billion in DOJ
funding within the American Recovery and Reinvestment Act of 2009.
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To close this recommendation DHS should provide evidence to the
Office of the City Auditor by November 30, 2009 that its policies and
procedures include requirements for: (1) grant managers to maintain
documentation from grantee site visits, (2) additional sampling of
budget line items and client files, and (3) supervisory review of the
Site Visit Checklists and supporting documentation prior to issuing a
Site Visit Summary.
17. Unresolved. This recommendation was not specifically addressed by
DHS. It is entirely different from recommendation #16 and refers to
the contents of DHS grant files, as well as the period of time that
Measure Y records are to be retained by DHS. DHS provided an
outline for a record retention standard for grantees for fiscal year
2009-10; however, a clear record retention policy should also be
implemented by DHS internally for its own files.
To close this recommendation, DHS will need to develop written
guidelines that include policies and procedures with respect to records
retention by grant managers. DHS should submit these policies and
procedures for Measure Y records retention to the Office of the City
Auditor by November 30, 2009.
18. Resolved. DHS agreed with our recommendation to improve its
documentation to support quarterly payments that are not in the
amount of the scheduled contract amount. DHS stated that in an
effort to improve its documentation to support quarterly payments
that are not in the amount of the scheduled contract, it revised the
notes section of the memo to include a column that will detail any
funds that are withheld. In addition, DHS stated that the revised form
will be used starting July 1, 2009.
To close this recommendation, DHS will need to provide the Office
of the City Auditor with a copy of the revised form that includes the
additional column by November 30, 2009.
19. Resolved. DHS agreed with our recommendation to ensure consent
forms for the evaluators are completed by all program participants.
DHS stated that its staff worked with the Oakland Alternative
Education schools to develop an arrangement that has all parents who
enroll a child in an Alternative Education school in Oakland sign a
Measure Y parental consent form that is kept on file. In addition,
DHS also developed a policy derived from the U.S. Department of
Health and Human Services that guides grantees on how to obtain
consent for children who are wards of the court or state, and DHS
trained grantees on how to implement this policy.
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To close this recommendation, DHS should provide evidence to the
Office of the City Auditor by November 30, 2009, of additional
guidance that has been implemented to ensure consent forms for the
evaluators are completed by all program participants, as well as the
newly developed policy that guides grantees on how to obtain consent
for children who are wards of the court or state, and that DHS trained
grantees on how to implement this policy.
20. Partially Resolved. In its response, DHS states that in its current
policy to ensure grantees provide complete and accurate demographic
data for evaluators to use in assessing program outcomes, the program
officer reviews the quarterly report for missing demographic data,
obtains an explanation for the missing data from the grantee, and
requires the grantee enter the missing data on time. As previously
stated, the current policy was not implemented during the scope of
our audit. In fact, we found that DHS was not always requiring
grantees to collect and report participant demographic data which is
used by the evaluator. In addition, we identified only one instance
when DHS withheld part of a grantee’s quarterly payment due to
missing demographic data. Out of our sample of five grantees, we
found that three grantees had missing demographic data during all
quarters of fiscal years 2006-07 and 2007-08, the period of review for
the audit. The Office of the City Administrator also acknowledged
that “the collection of complete and accurate demographic data and
the proper collection of performance [participant] data ….. had
proven problematic in the past.” The City Auditor recognizes that the
City Administrator has contracted a new evaluator within the past
year who is addressing the issue of data collection.
To close this recommendation, DHS should provide the Office of the
City Auditor with evidence that it has implemented a method to
ensure grantees provide complete and accurate demographic data for
evaluators to use in assessing program outcomes by November 30,
2009.
21. Partially Resolved. DHS stated that it ensures that grantees properly
collect and report on performance data needed to evaluate their
program. DHS further stated that if grantees do not meet the
projected number of participants or service hours (deliverables) at the
end of a given quarter, funds are withheld. However, we found that
this grant agreement provision has not always been followed. For
example, during our audit we found instances where DHS provided
funding to grantees when they did not meet required deliverables.
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To close this recommendation, DHS will need to provide evidence
that funds are withheld from grantees who do not meet their quarterly
deliverables for the first quarter of fiscal year 2009-10 by submitting
the list of grantees to the Office of the City Auditor by November 30,
2009. This information will be verified in future audits and reviews.
22. Resolved. The City Administrator agreed with our recommendation
to ensure that all Measure Y Violence Prevention Programs are
evaluated. The City Administrator stated that the new evaluator has
been directed to develop evaluation criteria for all strategies in
conjunction with the Office of the City Administrator, the Oakland
Police Department, and DHS.
To close this recommendation, the City Administrator should provide
the Office of the City Auditor with a copy of the annual evaluation
report which includes all of the grantees that are funded with Measure
Y Violence Prevention Programs.
23. Partially Resolved. The City Administrator stated that clear roles
and responsibilities for providing oversight and technical direction to
the program evaluator exist. Specifically, the City Administrator
stated that the Office of the City Administrator manages the
evaluation contract and ensures the evaluation is not impeded by
external influence. Furthermore, there is a new requirement for a
quarterly evaluation status report to be submitted to the Oversight
Committee and City Council. However, the City Administrator will
need to formally address in further detail the specific roles and
responsibilities as it relates to providing oversight and technical
direction to the program evaluator.
To close this recommendation, the City Administrator will need to
provide, in writing, a copy of the specific roles and responsibilities of
the City Administrator and DHS as it relates to providing oversight
and technical direction to the program evaluator by November 30,
2009.
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